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sors to teach lasers, chemistry professor Ben DeGraff lets it shine.
His lasers and luminescent "molecular reporters" can determine
the presence of designated chemicals in all kinds of environments,
like smokestacks, watersheds and someday even the human body.

DR. DEBRIS
After Venezuela's torrential
rains last year, geology
professor Scott Eaton
arrived with the U.S. Geo-

THE QUIET M AN
Amid the roar of fans and hype of success,
forward Tim Lyle confidently charts his own course
of moderation and academic excellence.

logical Survey to measure
boulders as big as buses
and view the eerie nothingness of areas wiped
clean by landslides.
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It is now time to turn to the arts.

JMU alumni throughout the nation
are making their mark in the world of the

Only one new fine arts facility, the

arts. You've read about many of them in

Music Building, has been added to our

Montpelier. The subject of this issue's cover

campus since the 1960s. Even in that case,
the building's recital hall was eliminated

story, Karen McCullah Lutz ('88), has won

because of cost concerns.

acclaim as a screenwriter (See Page 20).
Phoef Sutton ('81), Don Rhymer ('82)

There are extreme examples of making

and Barbara Hall ('82) have been re-

do. Our experimental theater is housed in

soundingly successful as television and

a former chicken hatchery built in 1922;

film writers and producers. Steve James

the School of Theatre and Dance shares its

('77) made the Oscar-nominated docu-

facility with an area for lawn mower stor-

mentary film, Hoop Dreams. The water-

age and repair.
One of my goals as president is to dra-

colors of David Gill ('76) are displayed
nationally, and his works are in high
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matically enhance the facilities for the fine

demand at the biennial JMU Art Auc-

and performing arts -

to develop an arts

tion. Trey Ellett ('92) had the lead in the

complex that will match the professional

Broadway smash hit musical, Rent. When

quality of our faculty, students and alumni.

he was a student, theater alumnus Jerome

We are seeking funds in the 2002-2004

Hairston ('98) won the National Student

biennium to construct a $41 million cen-

Playwrighting Award and JMU staged his

ter for the arts and a $28 million music

play, Carriage, at the Kennedy Center.

recital hall (See Page 5). Those proposals

Less than a month before he died, Presi-

Members of the fine and performing

are part of a six-year capital outlay plan

E

s

dent John F. Kennedy said, "I look for-

arts faculty have also received high acclaim.

approved by the JMU Board of Visitors. A

M

ward to an America which will not be afraid

To name only a few: art professor James

proposal to renovate Duke Hall, the cen-

of beauty and grace ... an America which

H. Crable has won the Virginia Prize for

ter for our art programs, falls into a later

0
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will reward achievement in the arts as we re-

Visual Arts; music professor J. Patrick

stage of the plan.

u

ward achievement in business or statecraft."

Rooney received a statewide Outstanding
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I envision a spectacular arts complex

James Madison University has always

Faculty Award; art professor Steven A. Zap-

-

shared President Kennedy's commitment

ton received a Virginia Museum of the

music recital hall and related facilities situated across Main Street from the origi-

one including a center for the arts, a

to the arts. The fine and performing arts

Fine Arts Fellowship; music professor John

have been a vital part of JMU's curriculum

S. Hillard composed a work for President

nal JMU campus where Anthony-Seeger

since the institution was founded nearly

Clinton's inauguration; theater professors

Hall and several university-owned houses

100 years ago. Although established with

Thomas H . Arthur and Roger Allan Hall,

are now located.

the primary role of training teachers, the

both recipients of outstanding teacher

new institution included course work in

awards, have entertained thousands with

operating in subpar facilities, have personi-

art and music in its earliest years.

their top-notch theater productions.

fied professionalism, and their efforts have

Our arts faculty and students, though

By the 1930s, Madison was offering

Our programs, faculty and students in

produced tremendous success. With better

bachelor's degrees in the arts, and these

the arts are clearly of the highest quality,

facilities, there is no limit to what JMU

programs had become an integral part of

but, unfortunately, the physical facilities

programs and successful alumni in the

the JMU tradition -

they must use daily fall short.

fine and performing arts could produce.

a heritage that

stretches from the College Glee Club of

During the past two decades, JMU has

the 1930s to the current 400-member

made dramatic improvements in its aca-

Marching Royal Dukes, from the Strat-

demic facilities: for business and educa-

ford Dramatic Club to today's first-rate

tion in the 1980s and for science and tech-

Linwood H. Rose

theater productions.

nology in the 1990s.

President

l

JfflU seeks state
funds far Eurrent
fine arts needs
Plans for the future of
James Madison University
envision a period of extensive
construction that includes two
major facilities for the fine
arts on Main Street and a new
library to be located east of
Interstate 81.
The construction plans are
included in a six-year capital
outlay proposal approved by
JMU's Board of Visitors. The
plans call for approximately
$500 million in new construcThe U.S. Postal Service honored James Madison on Oct. 18 by issuing a commemorative postage stamp

tion, renovations and im-

marking the 250th anniversary of the birth of the fourth U.S. president and Father of the Constitution.

provements to infrastructure.

The 34-cent James Madison stamp was dedicated at a first-day-of-issue ceremony to help kick off

JMU President Linwood

the fall Postage Stamp Mega-Event show at the Jacob K. Javits Convention Center in New York City.

H. Rose says the construction

The show was sponsored by the American Stamp Dealers Association, the American Philatelic Society

is not designed to meet future
enrollment growth at the uni-

and the U.S. Postal Service.
The site of the release and stamp show have an important Madison connection. After the conclusion of the Constitution Convention in Philadelphia in September 1787 -

a convention in which

versity but to satisfy current
needs. "In order to maintain
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Madison played a critical leadership role - Madison went to New York City to lead the effort to secure

the high-quality education we

E
R

the Constitution's ratification. The building storm of opposition soon became apparent. In a letter penned

offer and to continue to attract

F
A

to Gen. George Washington on Oct. 18, 1787, Madison reported, "The Newspapers here begin to teem

excellent students and faculty

L
L

with vehement & virulent calumniations of the proposed Govt."

members, JMU must have new

In collaboration with Alexander Hamilton and John Jay, Madison began work in October 1787 in
New York City on a series of essays in support of the proposed Constitution. Known as the Federalist
Papers, these writings are "the authoritative commentary on the Constitution and the best-known

facilities and renovate many
existing ones," Rose says.
Proposals for new con-

work of political theory ever written in the United States;' says Madison biographer Ralph Ketcham,

struction in the 2002-2004

who spoke on campus during the university's celebration of Madison's 250th birthday last March.

biennium include a $41 mil-

Madison was instrumental in organizing the body of delegates that wrote the U.S. Constitution in

lion center for the arts and a

1787, and his extensive study of ancient republics led to his many contributions to that document. He

$28 million music recital hall.

was also an important figure in the ratification of the Constitution. His commentaries in support of
the Constitution helped convince the citizens of New York to accept the new government.

"JMU developed excellent
facilities for business and edu-

Madison served in the U.S. House of Representatives and as President Thomas Jefferson's secretary

cation programs in the 1980s

of state for eight years, before being elected president in 1808. Upon leaving office, Madison retired to

and for science and technology in the 1990s," says Rose.

Montpelier, his Virginia estate in Orange County.
In designing the Madison stamp, artist John Thompson of Waterloo, Iowa, used the scratchboard

"It is now time to turn to the

technique to render the portrait of Madison and the illustration of Montpelier that appears in the

arts. We want to have state-of-

background. The stamp art also includes a reproduction of James Madison's signature.

the-art facilities for our out-

Learn more about the Madison stamp <www.usps.com/news/2001/philatelic>.M

standing programs in the fine

- Michelle Hite ('BB)

and performing arts."
CONTINUED ON PAGE JO
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'This line of people here is so overwhelming. It just shows how strong the
American people are and how much
they care, and I want to do my part.'

I
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- Brian Nolan ('02) of Silver Spring,
JMU blood drive
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SEPr. 14 - (top) The Wilson Hall bells tolled for the lost and
grieving at noon on Friday, as thousands of professors, students
and staff members assembled quietly on the Quad for a moment
of reflection and then disbursed just as quietly.

* SEPr. 15 -

On Saturday at the Convocation Center, 800 stu·
dents turned out to donate blood, and many had to be turned
away. 'Tm giving [blood] today since I can't be there [in New York
City] digging through the wreckage with the rescue teams;' said Amy
Leidheiser ('02) of Richmond. "This is my way of helping the families of the victims, my way of contributing as an American." Har·
risonburg resident Raven Pitsenbarger added: "There was a call for
nursing assistants and I wanted to go, but people filled the posi·
tions in only five hours. I guess that just goes to show how dedicated
people are to helping out, even if they aren't living right next door."

IF YOU WOULD UHE TO SHARE your experiences with the rest of the JMU community go to www.jmu.edu/alumni/tragedy_response/.
The JMU Alumni Association invites and encourages members of the JMU family to post their experiences and accounts of the Sept. Il
disaster. Please post messages to let the university community know how you are, to offer support and to share information about
alumni who are among the victims and heroes. If you prefer, call toll free (888) JMU-ALUM.
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SEPT. 11 - At the instigation of junior Rob Rixmann and senior Jeff Nicholson, students gathered on the Commons Tuesday
evening for a vigil following the terrorist attack on the World Trade
Center and Pentagon earlier in the day. The crowd grew to 2,000 by
word of mouth and a few posters. They shared testimonies and sang
to help others cope with the tragedy. "Two hours later they were still
talking outside D-Hall;' said Father John Grace, head of Campus Interfaith Ministries, when he spoke at Sunday's service.

ts

'Have faith that your friends, your families,
your education and the glow from each of your
individual hearts have prepared you well to burn
brightly against the darkness of this world.'
-

SGA President David Mills, A Time of Caring service

*

SEPT, 1B - (left) SGA President David Mills, JMU President Linwood H.
Rose and Coordinator of Interfaith Campus Ministries John Grace joined the
JMU community on Sunday at the Convocation Center in ''A Time of Caring;'
where Rose focused on the campus repercussions of Tuesday's terrorist attack.
"I've heard numerous reports of faculty who set aside their lectures and instead
focused on the needs of anxious, at times angry and unsure, students;' he said.
"I've witnessed counselors and psychologists who dropped their normal work
responsibilities and channeled their expertise and their energy to the service of
others. I've seen students consoling other students, worried about the safety of
their loved ones." Father John Grace then spoke about the human bond that
connected JMU to the tragedy. "I think all of us were overwhelmed, not just
about our own personal relationships, but about all those other human beings
out there who slowly but surely we were calling brothers and sisters ...

Suddenly we foresaw in the faces of strangers our own faces. They are our own.'
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pairs national parks and near-
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by universities to seek ways
to make parks "greener" by
using renewable and energy-

JMU STUDENTS ARE OPTING OUT OF VACATION DAYS SPENT

with day-to-day cnses and

AT THRILL-RIDING AMUSEMENT PARKS TO HELP MAKE AMERI-

have few resources available

CAS PARKS "MORE GREEN" OR ENERGY EFFICIENT.

to analyze energy concerns."

efficient technologies.
"Students

and

faculty

members at nearby universi-

Winebrake, integrated sci-

JMU students have pro-

ties are an invaluable and

dents "tree huggers." They're

ence and technology profes-

vided the resources and the

under-used resource," Wine-

pioneers in a program that

sor and director of JMU's

analysis. They have led the way

brake says. "Besides giving

does more than raise social

National Park Service pro-

for their counterparts at eight

students real-world problems

awareness. These students are

gram. "Parks are faced with

other campuses to help na-

to solve, this program saves

saving tax dollars and Ameri-

tighter budgets, and they need

tional parks in nine states

tax dollars and helps con-

ca's natural resources.

to address methods of reduc-

become more energy efficient.

serve energy."

"Energy consumption at

ing energy consumption. And

Today, JMU administers

In the university-park col-

our national parks is a grow-

it's not an easy task. Most park

the University-National Park

laborations, students help

ing public concern;' says James

energy managers are occupied

Energy Partnership Program

identify a park system's energy

But don't call these stu-

-<

H
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'Besides giving students real-world problems to
solve, this program saves tax dollars and helps
conserve energy.'

JMU alumni, professors and
students cited io the news
RITALIN IS NO PANACEA FOR

consumption, make recom-

Students also help to iden-

uation," says, Lonnie Graf-

mendations for conservation

tify, design and monitor the

man a student at Humboldt

and create computer data-

performance of conservation

State University.

bases to help parks monitor

projects that use renewable

Regan Warren, an ISAT

and evaluate real energy costs.

energy sources such as solar,

major from Woodbridge says,

Students receive paid intern-

wind, water and fuels derived

"I have learned a lot of ways to

ships and each partnership

from organic matter. For ex-

conserve energy that I can easi-

costs about $15,000 to oper-

ample, students at the Uni-

ly incorporate in my home."

ADOLESCENCE AND ITS EMOTIONAL SWINGS. WE DON'T
HAVE A PILL FOR PUBERTY.

- Steven Evans, psychology professor and director of the Attention
and Learning Disabilities Center

Evans led a study of 45 teenagers with Attention-Deficit

ate, but partnerships are pay-

versity of Colorado evaluated

The partnership program

ing for themselves. "An energy

and designed the use of solar

is supported by the National

Hyperactivity Disorder proving the drug Ritalin effective

assessment performed by

energy to provide power for a

Park Service and the U.S. De-

Georgia Tech students will

ranger station at Rocky Moun-

partment of Energy, which

in improving social behavior
and academic performance.

save $11,000 annually for

tain National Park, thus elimi-

gave $170,000 in joint fund-

Kings Mountain National Mil-

nating the need for a noisy

ing to JMU in 2000 to admin-

The study was featured in Ex-

itary Park;' says Winebrake.

and dirty diesel generator.

ister the program. Due to the

perimental and Clinical Psy-

9

program's success, the fund-

chopharmacology and in the
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sity of Washington students

real-world experiences that I

ing was increased to $290,000

June 18, 2001, issue of U.S.

E

found $18,000 in annual sav-

can't get from normal course

in 2001.

News & World Report.

ings for Crater Lake National

work. The ability to work with

Learn more about JMU's

Park. These are savings that

real clients on pressing energy

partnership to save America's

continue to accrue year after

issues has given me valuable

resources <www.isat.jmu.edu/

year for the parks even after

preparation for life after grad-

UNPEPP>.M
- Michelle Hite ('BB)

"In another project, Univer-

"UNPEPP has given me

the students have finished

Datlanal Parks-Unluenlty Partnerships PartlElpants
Redwood National Park and Humboldt State University

site where savings can be

Yosemite/Theodore Roosevelt Historic Site and
University of Buffalo

from the efficiency

of lighting, heating, cooling,
insulation and windows to
the type of temperature controls in park system structures.
"There are more than 350

Rocky Mountain National Park and University of
Colorado at Boulder
Lowell National Park and University of Massachusetts at Lowell
Sleeping Bear Dunes and University of Michigan
Andersonville National Historic Site and Georgia Tech

national parks in the United

Crater Lake National Park and University of Washington

States," says Winebrake, "and

Yellowstone National Park and South Dakota State University

some of them can have as
many as 200 buildings. That's

Assateague Island National Seashore and
University of Delaware

a lot of opportunities to con-

JMU and Shenandoah National Park

serve energy."

GOODBYE,

-Anne Robinson, Weakest Link

America's favorite new phrase
maxim to Michelle Kitt ('96),
as she watched her oppo-

bers examine every area of a
realized -

You ARE THE WEAKEST UNK,

and "diss" was an amusing

their work."
Students and faculty mem-

T

nents get dismissed, one-byone, from NBC's newest game
show, The Weakest Link. In a
March 2001 episode, Kitt
won $107,500, becoming the
first woman to win and winning the highest amount of
money to date. Eight contestants battle each other, the clock
and the host, Anne Robinson,
in a trivia contest to see who
is the "strongest link."
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

The projects in the capital
outlay plan are contingent on
state approval and funding.
The possibility of a bond issue
for higher education construction projects has also been
mentioned by both gubernatorial candidates.
JMU received a positive
sign on some of its first biennium projects this summer
when the state Department of

mac

DU

mara:hing band ta parade
an Thanksgiving Day

Planning and Budget gave the
university the green light to

Move over Rocky and Bull-

proceed with justifications for

winkle. Step lively Snoopy. The

several major projects, includ-

Marching Royal Dukes will be

ing the two fine arts facilities.
The proposed center for the
arts will house the univer-

Thanksgiving Day Parade.

sity's School of Theatre and

The JMU marching band,

Dance in a new facility on the

directed by J. Patrick Rooney,

10

site of the current Anthony-

J

Seeger Hall. It will replace

A
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aging facilities such as Thea-

s

hot on your trail in the Macy's

is one of 12 college and high
school bands from North Ameri-

tre II, which is located in a

ca selected for the 75th annual

former chicken hatchery.

Macy's parade in New York City.
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The recital hall will pro-
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Tune in on Thanksgiving Day

vide a facility that had been
to see the Dukes perform for an

N
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designed for the Music Build-

V
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ing in the mid-1980s, but was

estimated worldwide television

eliminated due to budget con-

audie nce of 65 million viewers.
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straints. The hall will provide
the School of Music with a
high-quality location for its
300 annual musical events.

Thursday, Dau. 22
B a.m. an DBI-TU

The library for the east
campus was also approved by
the planning and budget department for further study, as

Private giving taps

SB millian

The JMU development team raised nearly twice as much money as it did the previous year, bringing
in $9 million in gifts and pledges for fiscal year 2000-01.

were renovation projects for

"For the first time, JMU received four gifts and pledges of $1 million or more from alumni and par-

Miller, Cleveland, Roop and
Warren Halls and several blue-

ents," says Katharine Dennis, assistant vice president for capital support. "This was a banner year in
fund raising."

stone residence halls. The new

Other alumni gifts of $1.2 million accounted for 21 percent of the total monies raised, while Duke

library will augment Carrier

Club members gave $643,570 in cash and in-kind gifts. Parents gave $369,339; and corporations, foun-

Library, which is far undersized

dations, organizations and friends gave the remaining $3.5 million. Alumni participation in annual giv-

for a university of JMU's size. I',!
-

Fred Hilton ('96M)

ing grew to 17.4 percent this year, with alumni contributing more than $200,000 in gifts and pledges for
the Leeolou Alumni Center Pave the Way Campaign.
M
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outs from magazines to personalize tpe abstract freedoms they read about. Then
they explained their choices
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Teaching teachers HOW to teach
the Constitution

John Patrick, director of the Social Studies Development Center at Indiana
University, presents his lecture, "How did the framers create the Constitution?" during the "We the People" summer institute held at JMU

mores and juniors in political

to their "classmates."

science courses at a major uni-

"We're all about increasing

versity resulted in high school

'teachable moments,"' said

scores that outdistanced uni-

Perry in describing those times

versity results in every topic.

of electric connection between

"We the People .. . " students

teacher and class. During a

not only knew more; they par-

simulated high school class

ticipated more. They registered

exercise, participants discov-

to vote and voted -

not a

ered how difficult it is to

small dividend in a nation

eliminate emotions from a

where voter turnouts have

discussion on a school policy

been declining.

banning religious groups from

Political science scholars

holding meetings like other

and researchers delivered

extracurricular clubs. Rea-

morning lectures and in-depth

soned arguments fell or sur-

probes of interpretive ques-

vived as participants tried to

tions from real-life cases.

negotiate the concept of sepa-

11

JMU political science profes-

ration of state and religion

sor Anthony Eksterowicz and

without appearing hostile

M
D
N

history professor Kevin Hard-

toward religion or promoting

wick conducted two sessions.

it. Team members struggled

WHAT WOULD ENTICE EXPERIENCED TEACHERS-TOPS IN

Other speakers included David

to justify why protecting the

THEIR FIELD: TO DEVOTE A FULL WEEK IN JULY TO INTENSE

Marion, director of the Wilson

right of one person might

Center at Hampden-Sydney

outweigh majority public
opinion. Culling current news
stories, teachers discovered

STUDY OF HOW TO TEACH THE

U.S. CONSTITUTION?

And how could you com-

ment that preserves Ameri-

College; John Patrick, direc-

fortably mix K-12 curricula?

cans' political rights and civil

tor of Indiana University's

The answers came at the "We

liberties. The U.S. Department

Social Studies Development

countless implications that

of Education funded the in-

Center; and Barbara Perry, di-

threaten freedoms.

the Constitution" summer

stitute, which is directed by the

rector of Sweet Briar College's

institute sponsored by JMU

staff of the Center for Civic

Center for Civic Renewal.

and Montpelier, James Madi-

Education, a nonpartisan cor-

son's home in Orange County.

poration affiliated with the

Madison's Orange County

Seven mentors and 31

bar association of California.

home, Montpelier, while other

outstanding teachers from

The weeklong institute stimu-

sessions during the week pro-

across the commonwealth

lated new approaches and

vided hands-on team experi-

grappled with real-life edu-

teaching techniques to en-

ences to help teachers learn

the People . .. the Citizen and

CONTINUED ON PAGE 13

Participants toured James

cational questions currently

hance participants' knowledge

to transfer history and prin-

being addressed by the Su-

on the Constitution.

ciples to students at varying

preme Court. Participants also

Recent independent stud-

grade levels. As an example

addressed the real problems

ies by the Education Testing

of an innovative fifth-grade

of interpreting the basic docu-

Service validate the effective-

history lesson, participants

James Madison Center director
Phil Bigler ('74, '76M).
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you to Doc West because he
wrote it.

A BACKSTAGE PASS WITH JMU'S KING OF JAZZ
Not because of the nearly full

students stood up and shared

house at Wilson Hall, but

memories of the man who

because of one man. He was

taught them all so much.

the undisputed "King of Jazz"

It was bittersweet. Many ex-

at JMU. If you couldn't cut

pressed gratitude and admi-

it, he'd be the first one to

ration while at the same time

know, and he would most

saying "good-bye" to someone

likely tell you.

who had touched their lives

During intermission, I was

12
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Known as the "King ofJazz," George West created and directed the Jazz
Ensemble when he taught at JMU (1970-1996).
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We are all richer for hav-

I saw him. He had no expres-

ing known Doc West. The last

sion on his face. I was scared;

I heard he was enjoying retire-

would he even acknowledge

ment in Florida. Drop him a

me? I couldn't breathe, and

line sometime. I'm sure he'd

then he spoke, "How would

love to hear from you. But for

you like to be the singer for

heaven's sake, use a pencil!
- Lisa Luther Shaw ('87)

ter? Come see me tomorrow."

0
N

u

so deeply.

standing below the stage when

the jazz ensemble next semes-

s

At West's retirement party
in 1996, dozens of former

It was the fall of 1982. I

ber his first comment was that

And then he walked away. To

A.BOUT THE PROFESSOR

was a freshman music major

we should put our pens away.

this day, that remains the

George West

enrolled in the scariest class

"Bankers use pens; musicians

greatest compliment anyone

retired from

of my life - freshman theory

use pencils;' he said matter-

has ever given me.

with music professor George

of-factly. (I made a note to buy

In the three years that fol-

West. I had heard the stories.

pencils.) He was hard, but

lowed, I found out what many

George West

He was tough and famous for

somehow I made it through

others already knew - George

emeritus of music, but he is

sarcastic comments. He was

his class with a 'B' - not bad

West is one of the greatest

quite an active retiree. Last

also an amazing musician

for a singer.

music professors JMU has

summer, West celebrated his

JMU's music
faculty in 1996
as professor

and director of the highly

The next year, I sang with

ever had. Under the crusty

30th year as chairman of the

acclaimed JMU Jazz Ensem-

the JMU Jazz Band, directed

exterior is a warm and hilari-

jazz performance' major at

ble. I was scared to death, and

by music professor John Cry-

ous man who is responsible

Blue Lake Fine Arts Camp in

to make matters worse, I was

der, at the spring jazz concert.

for the success of JMU's jazz

Michigan. He also serves as

a voice major. Rumor was he

Each year, the three jazz bands

program. In fact, he's touched

an adjunct instructor at Stet-

didn't care for those.

performed -

the lives of all JMU students.

son University, where he di-

top billing, of

I sat in his class, ready to

course, being Doc West's jazz

The next time you're at a foot-

rects the jazz ensemble and

take notes. It was a large lec-

ensemble. I had soloed many

ball game and The Marching

teaches jazz studies. West lives

ture room filled with fresh-

times before, but this was dif-

Royal Dukes play the JMU

in Deland, Fla., with his wife,

man music students. I remem-

ferent. I was scared to death.

Fight Song, say a little thank

Jean Ohlsson West ('70), who

OF THE
Glenda Rooney, associate vice
president for parent and constituent relations at JMU,
surprised participants with
carry-home mementos like
is a professor of flute and

book bags, snacks, JMU note

music history at Stetson Uni-

cards and T-shirts.

versity. Music has been a part

Phil Bigler ('74, '76M), di-

of the Wests' lives since the

rector of the James Madison

couple met. West met his

Center and 1998 national

future wife while she was a

Teacher of the Year, spoke at

music major at JMU and

the closing awards ceremony

her father, Giordou Ohlsson,

and the culminating event -

was head of the university's

a mock congressional hearing.

music department.

Teams of teachers competed
for awards, simulating their

ABOUT THE A UTHOR

future students' experiences.
During the week, program
Indiana University professor John Patrick signs a copy of one of several books
provided to institute participants by the "We the People" seminar sponsors.
The institute was so successfully received that both it and the nationwide
seminar will be held at James Madison University next summer.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11

LlsaL.Shaw

Lisa Luther Shaw ('87) is

speakers turned dense, detailed
materials into relevant contemporary issues; and the
phrase "We the People" car-

13

Throughout the week,

ize, and evenings were full of

ried new impact, new respon-

M

mealtimes brought opportu-

unexpected gifts at dorm

sibility and new enthusiasm.M

N
T
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nities for participants to social-

doors. Institute coordinator

- Nancy Bondurant Jones

sang with the Jazz Ensemble
and the Madisonians, through
which she met Thom, who
also played trumpet for the
Marching Royal Dukes.
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in Ashburn, Va., with husyear-old daughter, Erin. Lisa

E
I

a stay-at-home mom and lives
band, Thom ('86), and 4-

D
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Palglase heads athletiEs marketing
and fund-raising efforts far Dukes

As assistant to the president, Polglase worked closely
with the university's senior

"Geoff is a perfect fit for

management team in coordi-

('85), who has held

this job;' says Athletics Direc-

nating the varied activities of

key administrative

tor Jeff Bourne. "He is an excel-

the president's office. Prior to

Geoffrey H. Polglase

positions in the president's

lent administrator with solid

coming to JMU, Polglase was

The couple didn't date

and alumni offices, was named

experience in dealing with

involved with athletics pro-

while they were students (al-

associate athletics director

constituents of the university,

motion and fund raising at

though Lisa admits to a crush).

for development and market-

as a fund-raiser and in sports

the University of Richmond.

But, she says "We both at-

in g in August.

administration. His p rofes-

Donna Harper ('77), associate vice president for edu-

tended a 1994 Madisonian

Polglase had been assistant

sional background at JMU and

reunion and hit it off. We

to JMU President Linwood

the University of Richmond

cational support, succeeds Pol-

began dating right away, and

H . Rose since Rose became

is invaluable," Bourne adds.

glase as assistant to the presi-

six months later (on a trip

president in 1998. For four

back to campus for Home-

years prior to that, Polglase

tor, Polglase oversees the ath-

staff since 1977 in the student

coming) Thom proposed to

was director of alumni rela-

letics department's develop-

affairs office, as director of

me sitting on the rocks on

tions and executive director of

ment, marketing and media

health and recreation and as

the Quad.'~

the JMU Alumni Association.

relations operations.

assistant dean of students. M

As associate athletics direc-

dent. She has served the JMU

A
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two seasoned USGS team
members he traveled with.
"We just couldn't get over
the amount of destruction
and the size of the boulders;'
Eaton recalls.
Both Venezuelan missions
lasted two weeks, and to a
certain degree, were dangerous. Eaton's team was once

M
A
D

liEOlOliY PROFESSOR STUDIES
THE RUSH OF WATER ADD ROEH
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HE COULD SEE the devas-

smelled the stench of death

to measure and report on the

tation from the airport -

and viewed the eerie nothing-

landslide that struck an area

mistaken for looters. "If they
found someone looting, they
would shoot them on the
spot," he says.
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The 2000 summer debris

mosaic of apartments and

ness of areas wiped clean by

of Venezuela near Caracas.

flow was triggered when 36

E
R

bungalows interspersed with

landslides.

Eaton, whom students refer

inches of rain fell in three

I

rubble and debris.

to as "Dr. Debris;' was invited

days. Because the mountains

by the USGS on both trips

rise steeply from sea level to

I
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In the days to come, geol-

Eaton, as part of a U.S.
Geological

Survey

team,

ogy professor Scott Eaton ('88)

worked with 10 members of

because of work he has done

8,000 feet in just a five-mile

would survey this destruc-

a Venezuelan environmental

in the Blue Ridge Moun-

area, the flow of earth and

tion up close. He measured

agency in April and July 2000

tains on debris flows, a type

water reached speeds of up to

of landslide.

50 miles an hour.

boulders as big as
buses,
_ _.....- - - - - - : - - - - - - . . , ,

But the damage in Vene-

"I saw huge areas on these

zuela amazed Eaton and the

debris fans and slopes that

THE FORCE OF ROCK: At Black Rock on the Blue Ridge (above left),

Eaton is investigating an ice age rock fall to ascertain how and when
it moved. The geology professor's USGS colleague prepares to measure a boulder (left) to calculate the velocity of the Venezuelan
torrents that moved it. Despite natives' tales of the mountain
spitting rocks, Europeans went ahead and developed the
town of Caraballeda (above) on an active debris fan.

'There's something very disturbing about walking through an area
where there was once a vibrant community.'
were wiped clean," Eaton

flows, Eaton dug into the earth

says. "There's something very

and found trees from the ice

disturbing about walking

age. During this research, he

through an area where there

developed a technique for pre-

was once a vibrant commu-

dicting future flows, the topic

nity, but it has been wiped

of his doctoral dissertation.

away by the rush of water
and rock."

Eaton continues to work
with the USGS at Black Rock

Many people in the resort

in the Shenandoah National

area near Caracas had built

Park and by assisting in map-

their homes on old debris

ping surface deposits. This

fans because those were the

summer, he and USGS geol-

only flat areas. The area had

ogist Ben Morgan conducted

also been hit by slides in 1951

a helicopter survey of the

and in the 1700s, but then

flooding in West Virginia.

there were fewer people and

Morgan says that Eaton's

less development. This time,

work with the USGS - from

15

only about half of the 18,000

his graduate school days until

M
0

people killed were ever found.

now -

has been a "fruitful

N
T
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"These people have come

collaboration. . . . Scott has

E

back and set up on these same

earned his spurs in studying

E

kind of fans;' he says, "and

landslides;' Morgan says.

they've set themselves up for
a repeat of history."
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Eaton, who began his connection with the university as

Eaton and the USGS team

an undergraduate, says his

worked in April to survey 12

geologic expeditions help him

different stream channels, and

to better prepare his students.

in July, they focused on one

"The biggest joy of my

large debris flow.
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job is not my research but

Eaton had seen similar de-

my students;' he says. "What

struction during his graduate

I'm able to learn, I'm able to

work in the Blue Ridge Moun-

bring back to the classroom.'~

tains. While studying debris

- Donna Dunn ('94)

Read more about Dr. Debris' Venezuelan adventures in a USGS report
<http://geology.er.usgs.gov/pub/ open-file-reports/ ofr-01-0144/>.

THE POWER OF WATER: Venezuela's flooding carried homes hun-

dreds of meters away from their foundations (top), obliterating entire
neighborhoods. In the poorer "rancho" neighborhoods (middle), homes
built higher up the hillside collapsed onto those below, resulting in
dozens of casualties. The teeth of a backhoe rescue the mangled remains
of a car swept away by the deluge.
Photos by Diane Elliott ('00) and counesy of Scott Eaton ('88)

-
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A much quieter
intersection of Duke
Drive and Bluestone
Drive, circa 1972.
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Belles of the Bluestone preceded the Village; Duke Drive they don't recall.
Now, JMU has purchased Hofos and named it Rockingham Hall.
A five-level parking deck - and speed bumps line Bluestone Drive.
Fifteen thousand mobile students keep this campus alive.
A stoplight for student safety means JMU's reached a new prime.
Some of us more nostalgic folks just say it's a sign~of the times.
- Michelle Hite ('88)
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In memoriam

nation's best

professor Marion T. Doss, who

Political science and law
died on July 13, was honored
posthumously by a Chech-

Students' two

life in the Shenandoah Valley,

primary pub-

was named "best all-around

nyan school named in his

lications won

magazine published annually"

honor. The

national "best

The Society of Profession-

Shkola was named for Doss'

al Journalists awarded seven

outreach efforts as associate

all-around"
2000 Mark of Excellence

Marion Doss

other "best all-around" awards

director of the William R.

awards for outstanding cam-

in the annual competition that

Nelson Institute for Public

pus journalism from the Soci-

draws more than 2,200 entries

Affairs. A faculty member since

ety of Professional Journalists.

in 36 categories for print, radio,

1984, Doss directed the inter-

The Breeze was named "best

television and online collegiate

disciplinary minor program in

ntmdaily student newspaper"

journalism. The awards were

criminal justice. He co-wrote

for the second straight year.

presented in October at SPJ's

the book, From Watergate to

Curio, a feature magazine on

annual convention in Seattle.

Whitewater: the Public Integrity

M

U.S. REUIS RADHS JfflU

War, with political science professor Robert N. Roberts. Doss

no. 1 AliAID

was a naval aviator and intel-

For the eighth year, JMU

versity of Richmond ranked

ligence officer for 22 years

1s the top-rated public re-

No. 1 in the category, while

before earning an M.P.A. from

gional university in the South

JMU ranked second with Flor-

Harvard University and a juris

in the annual U.S. News &

ida's private Rollins College.

doctor from William and Mary.

Tuition and fees at the private

World Report rankings.

Former music professor

schools, Richmond and Rol-

Robert Ashby died on April 14.

ond year among regional uni-

lins, are several times higher

Ashby retired from JMU in

versities, public and private,

than at the public JMU, which

1999 after teaching violoncello

in the South. The private Uni-

has a much larger enrollment.

and string technique courses

JMU tied No. 2 for the sec-

•iiiiiiiiiii

Excellence
James Madison University extends its sincere thanks to the following donors
for making a difference at ]MU. Between April 11 and Aug. 31, 2001, these
friends made charitable gifts of $25,000 or more. Their contributions help
!MU increase its margin of excellence in higher education.
The Estate of Jean D. Acton
Harrisonburg, Va.
Jean D. Acton Scholarship Fund

Leeolou Family Foundation
Raleigh, N.C.
Leeolou Alumni Center

Cecil D. Bradfield
Bridgewater, Va.
Cecil D. Bradfield Scholarship in
Sociology, Anthropology and
Social Work

Alpha Marie Spitzer
Bridgewater, Va.
Spitzer Family Scholarship for
Business and Marketing

Estes Foundation
Chester, Va.
Madison Fund

1

Universal Corporation
Richmond, Va.
Edith J. Carrier Arboretum

M
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for 23 years. He earned his doctorate from the University of
Iowa and had been a cellist
for both the Spokane Symphony and the Seoul Philharmonic in South Korea.
Professor emeritus of biology Peter Nielson died on June
11. He served the faculty from
1970 to 1991. A Phi Beta Kappa

member, Nielson earned his
Ph.D. at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill and
studied at Norwich, England's
University of East Anglia. The
marathon runner established
the Shenandoah Track Club.
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men's track coach Robby
Farias two years ago. Her
breakthrough

performance

came at the 2001 World Indoor Championships, where
she won the bronze -

her

first World Championship
medal. With Farias at her
side, Hurd has become the
2000 and 2001 U.S. indoor
champ and the 2001 U.S. outdoor champ, and she placed
August. The former Hayward

second at the U.S. outdoor

Field triple jump record of

nationals in 1999. She also

45' l" was set by a Jamaican

earned a bronze medal at the

triple jumper in 1996.

1998 Goodwill Games.
also

On a typical day, Hurd

placed first in the triple

puts in a full day as a systems

In

18
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March, Hurd

jump at the USA Indoor

administrator for Park Hyatt

Track and Field Champion-

Washington hotel in D.C., and

ship at the Georgia Dome in

afterward goes to the George

Atlanta. After the champion-

Mason campus to work out.

ships in Eugene, Hurd says,

"I finish up around 9:30 [p.m.J

"I was so excited to make my

and drive 35 miles home;' she
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first outdoor world champi-

says. "By the time I get home

onship team. I was the only

at 10, I'm too tired to do much

one who had a qualifying

of anything."

u

mark. I had to win in order

I

to go to Edmonton."
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A five-time collegiate All-American at ]MU, Tiombe Hurd still holds school
records for the indoor triple j ump (42 ' 9 "), set on March 11, 1995, and the
outdoor triple jump ( 44' 4-1/4 "), set on June 6, 1995.

Recently, Hurd has been
focusing more on weight

At August's IAAF World

training, hoping to become

Championships, Hurd was the

stronger overall. Yet she has

leading American athlete in

already proven an inner

the women's triple jump. She

strength by overcoming a

had the 13th-best overall jump

physical hurdle on her way to

in the Aug. 8 qualifying round

championships. Legally blind,

and just missed qualifying for

Hurd has suffered from a

the finals, as the top 12 com-

myopic disorder and retinal

petitors advanced. "I was dis-

degeneration since birth, and

Tiombe Hurd

indoor and outdoor triple

appointed that I didn't jump

both conditions affect depth

('94) of Upper

jump champion.

my best and make the final;'

perception. Fortunately, the

Marlboro, Md.,

Hurd, competing for Nike,

she says, "but I'm looking for-

problem is rectified with spe-

won the wo-

jumped a Hayward Field re-

ward to several other compe-

cial contact lenses that she has

men's triple jump event at

cord 46' 3/4" to win the triple

titions this year, including the

worn since sixth grade. Hurd

the 2001 USA Outdoor Track

jump and earn a spot on the

Goodwill Games."

says, "A lot of track and field

& Field Championships in

U.S. team for the IAAF World

After three years of self-

competitors use tape as mark-

Eugene, Ore., in June, mak-

Championships held in Ed-

coaching, Hurd teamed up

ers to help in their events, but

ing her America's 2001

monton, Alberta, Canada, in

with George Mason assistant

you can tell when I'm at the

+------------------,., ...

I use wide color strips

former distance runner. "He

In 1999, Hurd was ranked

In the past, I h aven't h ad

of tape on the runway so I can

is very involved;' she says. "He

No. 2 in America with a fifth

much luck on Atlanta's raised

see them easily."

flies to a lot of my meets and

place in the Pan American

runway, but I was finally able

Hurd began running in

he knows all my marks. He

Games and a second place at

to get it together an d win the

track events in city recreation

even knows all my competi-

the USA Outdoor. Last year,

indoor title."

programs in Seattle, and her

tors and their marks."

she dominated the USA In-

Hurd placed third at the

door Championships winning

2000 U.S. Olympic Trials, but

track -

family later moved to Virginia.

One year after graduating,

As a high school sophomore,

Hurd was ranked No. 10 in

Hurd's world cultures teacher

the United States by Track &

and track coach encouraged

Field News. In 1997, she was

confident after the Indoor

sed the sought-after Olympic

her track prowess. She's been

ranked No. 8 after placing

Nationals m Atlanta," says

qualifying standard while at

her first national title.
"I was very happy and

she was ranked No. 1 in the
nation. This year, she surpas-

triple jumping ever since.

eighth in the USA Indoor

Hurd. "I m et two out of m y

the IAAF World Indoor

Hur d earned her B.A. m

and fifth in the USA Outdoor.

three goals -

first was to

Championships in Portugal

hoteVrestaurant management

By 1998, she was ranked third

win, second was to jump

and becam e the first Ameri-

and later earned a master's

in the United States with a

over 14 meters indoors, and

can female triple jumper to

from Howard University.
Hurd's biggest fan is her
father, Clifford Holland, a

third place in the Goodwill

third was to get the Olympic

win a medal at a major inter-

Games and a third in the

qualifying ''If' standard of

national competition. l',I

USA Outdoor.

14.15 meters - so I'm happy.

-Michelle Hite ('88)
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Senior Mollie Defrancesco

American record, and reign-

of East Greenbush, N.Y., joined

ing NCAA champion Eliza-

alumna Tiombe Hurd in cele-

beth Jackson."

bration at the 2001 USA Out-

JMU men's and women's

door Track & Field Champi-

cross country coach Dave

onships in June. Defrancesco
set a JMU track and field record, placing 10th in the 3,000m eter steeplechase.
DeFran cesco's steeplechase
time of 10:12.24 was more
than seven seconds faster than
the school-record (10:19.57).
Defrancesco, a distance-event
specialist, placed sixth among

I
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Rinker says, "Mollie is a very
strong distance runner, and
we are extremely proud of the
accomplishments sh e m ade
as a junior. She h as a promising senior year ahead of her
this season."
Last season, Defrancesco
placed first in the 3,000-meter

collegiate runners in the race.

steeplechase at th e JMU

She says, "It was an amazing

Invitational (May 11-12) and

experience to compete with

fourth in the same event at

runners like race winner Lisa

the ECAC Championships,

Nye (Team Nike), who set an

M ay 18-20, in Princeton , N.J.¥

Before setting track and field school records at ]MU, dista nce runner Mollie
Defrancesco led the Averill Park High School track team to the New York state
cross country championships in 1995 and 1996 and to four Colonial Council
outdoor track championships (1995-98).

'

But the road to screenwriting success
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Four months later when the partners

1999. "I just kept telling myself, 'It's gonna

was not a straight one. After she graduated

finished their script -

a retelling of The

happen, it's gonna happen: And my twisted

from JMU with a marketing degree, Lutz

Taming of the Shrew set in a modern day

imagination was finally validated:' The movie

bounced from job to job at various Wash-

high school -

stayed in the top 10 for five weeks.

ington, D.C., companies -

five in all the

manager she often read about in Daily Vari-

With one success under her belt, Lutz

first year. "It was horrible," she remembers.

ety. It was a good move. He called back

quickly moved from being the pursuer to

"The only thing that would get me out of

quickly and said, "I can sell this right away!"

the pursued. Disney immediately signed the

bed in the morning was thinking, 'I can

Three weeks later, his prediction came

partners to a blind script deal, meaning they

true. Touchstone Pictures, owned by Dis-

paid in advance for their next script, sight

ney, called with an offer. "All of a sudden

unseen. Lutz and Smith delivered Public

quit this job, too!'"
When her husband, Walter Lutz ('86),

Lutz sent it to a successful

Displays of Affection, a film about a dating

was transferred to Albuquerque, N.M., with

school that has not yet begun production.

his job in 1992, Lutz tried a variety of jobs

The next call came from 20th Century

there until one day she picked up a book on

Fox, which hired the partners to develop

screenwriting and something clicked. "I

sitcoms. "They called me on a Wednesday

thought, 'Oh my God, this is totally what

and wanted me to move to L.A. by Mon-

I'm supposed to do with the rest of my life.
22
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day," Lutz recalls. She did.

It sounds so fun."'

Their first assignment was Getting Per-

The next day she saw a newspaper ad

sonal, which aired from February to October

for a screenwriting workshop in Santa Fe,

s
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1999. Lutz describes the 14- to 16-hour
and she was on her way. Soon she joined
days on the set as "sit-com boot camp." "It

I

the thousands of amateur writers sending

0
N

scripts to Hollywood. And, like most of

s

becomes your whole life. You barely have
time to take a shower, much less write an-

u

N
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them, she got no bites, although she did
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occasionally receive an encouraging note in
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response. Two years later, when her husband
was transferred to Denver, she continued to
send out scripts.
Finally, someone took notice. Kirsten
Smith, a reader at an independent film com-

Lutz tried a variety of jobs, from painting furniture to sell in art galleries to
teaching writing workshops for gang
members. before hitting her stride as a
screenwriter. When she finally did, she
bought husband, Walter, a Porsche Baxter to help him ease into the infamous
L.A. traffic.

pany in Los Angeles and an aspiring screen-

other movie. When it was canceled, we did
a dance of joy."
The partners were then free to take on
other feature assignments. After writing
scripts for Paramount and Columbia, they
started on Legally Blonde, which MGM
rushed into production. The movie.placed
No. 1 at the box office on opening week-

writer, called after reading one of her scripts.

everything changed;' Lutz says. "Disney

end, making it the studio's highest-earning

"You're my new favorite writer;' she told Lutz.

flew me first class to L.A. to meet with

nonsequel opener ever.

After a meeting over margaritas, Lutz sug-

them, and we signed with William Morris,

gested they try writing something together.

one of the Big Four agents."

Lutz's parents and sister flew in to join
her as she walked down the pink carpet at the

United in their mutual admiration of John

Five and a half years after her first

premiere, which included an after-party with

Hughes, king of the teen genre in the '80s,

screenwriting class, 10 Things I Hate About

an all-blonde wait staff and close to 3,000

they decided to try their hand at a teen ~vie.

You hit screens nationwide on March 31,

guests. Two weeks later, the writing partners

hosted their own party after taking 150

on a series of 1950s books about a female

they will act as producers on future proj-

friends to see the movie on opening night.

private detective, which will reunite them

ects, including Honey West, which will give

with Blonde star Reese Witherspoon.

them more control over casting and other

''At about 11 p.m., the director got a
call on his cell phone, letting us know we'd

They are also writing The Miranda

already sold enough tickets to be No. 1 for

Obsession, a project Lutz was especially

'Tm definitely living proof that you

the weekend. Most of the cast was at our

excited to land. As producer and director

don't have to be connected in Hollywood

party, and we all just went crazy. Lots of

on the project, Robert DeNiro put out a

to be a screenwriter. When I graduated

screaming and hugging."

call for "A-list" writers only to contact him

from JMU, I didn't even know that you

production decisions.

could be a screenwriter. It never occurred

the set of Legally Blonde with cast members Re
IA,·
.
.
.
ese .,,,,thers
""riter's opening ni~ht party ~1th Matt Davis. Just a few years ea,u:oon, Selma Blair and Merideth Scott Lynn and at the
for a plane ticket, which would take her from O
r, Lutz Waited t bl
h
"'onev
enve, to Pue
a es at the Olive Garden to earn t e
other half of what has become a successful screenwriting duo.
rta Vallarta for her first meeting with Kirsten Smith. the

Lutz. on
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The next morning, the producer woke

with their pitch for the project, which is

to me. It was the '80s, all business and cor-

R

Lutz with a 7 a.m. phone call and even bet-

based on a Vanity Fair article. Still beaming

porate America. I just thought that's what

F
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ter news. "Everyone was shocked. The stu-

over the partners' work on Legally Blonde,

you did. I wouldn't change a thing, though,"

dio had expected us to open at maybe $12

MGM agreed to set up a phone interview.

Lutz says. "I had a great time at JMU.. .. And

million, but we opened at $20 million. It's

Lutz recalls, "So I'm lying on my bed in my

my movies are getting made and they're

[during] moments like that that I can't be-

tie-dye pajamas at 8:30 in the morning,

doing well."

lieve this is my life."

talking to Robert DeNiro." Her agent called

Just like her days at JMU, when she

These days, Lutz has the luxury of pick-

back that afternoon. He said, "I don't know

proudly bore the titles of AGD's "Most

ing and choosing the projects she'll take on.

what the hell you said on the phone this

Laid-Back Sister" and "Biggest Partier" four

Her dining room table is piled with scripts

morning, but you got the job."

years in a row, Lutz maintains her unique

that studios have sent, hoping she'll apply

Success on this scale has its rewards.

approach to life. "My basic mantra is that

her magic touch to make the characters and

The partners' scripts draw mid-six figures,

I've always, no matter what I've done, tried

dialogue more "hip." Next to them is a stack

and with the success of Blonde, their agent

to make it fun. I remember my dad told me,

of foreign videos, which the studios want

will now ask double that. Perhaps even

'Karen, the world does not owe you a good

the partners to rewrite into American hits.

more rewarding is the freedom it brings.

time.' And I was like, 'What? Yes, it does!'

They are currently working on a proj-

"We don't take projects now unless we can

So, I've pretty much orchestrated my entire

ect for Miramax called Honey West, based

really fall in love with them," says Lutz. And

life so it's always a good time." •
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DURING

A

CAREER

MOLECULES

TEACHING

THAT

GLOW,

OTHER

PRO F

CHEMISTRY PR

EVER SINCE THE ANCIENT GREEKS

such enlightenment -

in sacred or secular

chemistry professor Benjamin DeGraff

first speculated that atoms might be the

studies - some have been regarded as illu-

literally uses illumination to investigate

one natural element underlying all things,

minati or, as a group of 18th-century Ger-

subject matter. DeGraff shoots lasers into

dedicated scholars investigating a subject

man rationalists dubbed themselves, Illu-

molecules he has customized so that they

have sought illumination. Upon attaining

minati, with a capital I. Today, however,

"luminesce" or glow. The quality of that

-

: ESSORS

TO

TEACH

LASERS

ANO

BUILCING

f OFESSOR BEN CEGRAFF LETS IT SHINE.

I

"luminescence" in turn sheds light on a

searching and creating molecules and illu-

leagues and former tudents in the Ameri -

f

host of environments that the professor is

minating students about lasers. And his

can Chemical

exploring on behalf of science and industry.

early efforts to bring lasers and the cool things

national sympo ium last year.

The more recent half of DeGraff's 30-

they do into the undergraduate classroom

Lean and trim, as befits a person deal-

year career at JMU has been devoted to re-

have earned him glowing honors from col -

ing with lasers, the goateed DeGraff is quiet

ociety, most recently at a

while another is focusing on the optic piece

wrong when you try to hook them up. Also,

also meant it was imperative that under-

-

getting laser light down and lumines-

the sound quality may be quite different

graduate chemistry and physics students

cence back up the cable. DeGraff is work-

than you had hoped for, even though you

gain familiarity with them.

ing with the University of Virginia's James

used very good modules. So we often find

Keeping ahead of the wave in under-

N. Demas to synthesize the "sensor" molecule

that even after careful assembly of what we

graduate education, DeGraff by the mid-

and the polymer in which it is embedded.

thought were the right fragments or com-

1980s began offering JMU students an intro-

Although constructing these molecules is

ponents, the final molecule does not func-

ductory laser course aimed at teaching them

highly complex, DeGraff's explanation is not.

tion as we had hoped. If we are lucky, 20 to

the fundamental aspects of the technology.

"We construct or synthesize our mol-

30 percent of our final molecules have the

At that time, JMU was among only two or

properties that we were aiming for."

three universities nationally that were offer-

ecules much as you would build a home
sound system," the professor says. "Seldom

DeGraff's successful molecules then re-

ing such opportunities to undergraduate

do you start with chips, resistors and wires,

spond to the light that emanates from the

students. "Now," says DeGraff, "[there are]

but rather ... with modules such as speak-

lasers he teaches in his own classroom.

probably about 40 universities throughout

ers, amplifiers, CD players."

"Laser" is really an acronym for Light

the country doing this kind of thing."

DeGraff and Demas usually pick mod-

Amplification by Stimulated Emission of

DeGraff can take some credit for the

28

ules or parts of molecules that already pos-

Radiation. Knowing or not knowing the

increased dispersion of laser instruction in

J

sess the properties they ultimately want and

acronym may say a lot about where you

undergraduate programs. In 1987, he began

then modify them into the desired fragments.

first encountered lasers. The devices worked

offering an intensive, one-week, hands-on

"When we have made all the frag-

their way rapidly from secret Cold War re-

summer workshop to colleagues from other

ments," DeGraff explains, it's "like coming

search lab settings in the 1960s to rock con-

institutions to teach them about lasers and

home from Circuit City with a trunk full of

certs by the early 1970s and some house-

how to incorporate them into the class-

components ... . Just like the home sound

hold gadgets by the 1980s. But their common

room. Sponsored by the National Science

system," he adds, "things can still go very

occurrence in research labs by the early '80s

Foundation and limited to about 15 stu-
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dents per session, the workshops apply lasers

well as corporations that contract through

tween teaching and research. The only dif-

"to really interesting experiments which

JMU. A Northern Virginia company, for in-

ference, he admits, is if he could start again

will tell us more about the microscopic

stance, is funding his research to synthesize

in the sciences he would learn more about

universe in which we live," says DeGraff.

the sensor molecule for pH. Previously, Ford

physics, which he "has had to learn on the

During the 11 summers of workshops, he

Motor Co. supported DeGraff and Demas'

fly'' as he is "not mathematically inclined."

estimates that he has instructed more than

work when the company sought remedies to

When he is not in the lab or the class-

130 professors from 40 states.

reduce wind noise in moving automobiles.

room, DeGraff recharges himself by canoeing, skiing, hiking -

any activity that gets

"Some measure of our success;' DeGraff

In that work, DeGraff and Demas cre-

says of the workshops, "has been that a big

ated a luminescent material that Ford painted

him outdoors, which may help explain his

fraction of the proposals that NSF gets for

on a model prototype of one of its cars.

youthful vigor. It's during those times he often

new laser-related instrumentation from

The car was then placed in a tunnel through

lights on new ways to resolve specific prob-

undergraduate institutions are from people

which wind blew at up to 200 mph. The

lems he has been wrestling in the lab. And

who have been to our short course." As a

luminescent sensors responded in relation

though he is not quite ready to retire, he looks

gesture of thanks for his efforts to teach

to the differences of barometric pressure

forward after a few more years to getting

teachers about using lasers, DeGraff's col-

across the car's surface. In this way, engi-

loose from the classroom and lab so that he

leagues and former students honored him

neers were able to determine just exactly

can travel with his wife and spend even more

29

at a Division of Chemical Education sym-

where the car met with less or more wind

time outdoors. After JMU, he would love to

posium during the American Chemical

resistance, and, using computer modeling,

live in the Cascades. Then a thought strikes
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Society's national meeting in Washington,

they were able to modify the design accord-

-

D.C., in 2000.

ingly. (Most wind noise, it turns out, is caused

Pacific northwest - something he has yet to

by side mirrors, DeGraff says.)

do. As he strokes his beard, at the thought of

The soft-spoken professor becomes
animated when talking about his research,

DeGraff cannot imagine another creative

which is supported by funding from NSF, as

life for himself other than one divided be-

he would love to try sea-kayaking in the

replacing light waves with ocean waves, you
can just sense he's beginning to luminesce. •
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Amid the roar of the crowd,

the Dukes' captain stands his ground
Flashes of gold and purple, the squeak

and crowd-rousing trombones fill the expanse

formance record. In his junior year, he aver-

of sneakers against hardwood, the dull roar

of the Convocation Center. Amid the noise

aged a team-leading 11.6 points and 6.2 re-

of cheers and bullhorns

and the rush, Tim Lyle moves quietly toward

bounds per game as a starting forward. Hitting 48.7 percent of his shots, Lyle also led

his goal.
The Dukes' captain begins

the team in shooting percentage.

his final year of collegiate

At the same time, there are other num-

basketball with an

bers that matter to Lyle. Numbers like 3.7,

impressive

which is Lyle's grade point average as an inte-

per-

grated science and technology major concentrating on biotechnology. In the halls of
CISAT, among laboratory experiments and
the tap-tap of computer keyboards, Lyle also
excels. The former high school valedictorian is as comfortable talking about stem
cell research as he is talking about free
throws and rebounds.
At a time when college sports
are often criticized for forgetting the
"student" aspect of the "studentathlete;' Lyle has struck a balance.
"I think every coach in America

Story by Donna Dunn ('94)
Photos by Diane Elliott ('00)
and Cathy Kushner ('87)

'I think every coach in America would
would want a Tim Lyle on his team," men's

recruitment process. Tim has set the bar

basketball head coach Sherman Dillard

high for himself, which is evident in his

says. "He epitomizes all that is right with

academic success."

college athletics. Even if he weren't a bas-

Lyle's success in the classroom has been

ketball player, he'd still be a dynamite

evident to Cynthia A. Klevickis, an inte-

young man. He just happens to be a

grated science and technology professor who

basketball player."

has taught Lyle in several classes. Klevickis

Lyle appeared in each of JMU's 29
games, 28 as a starter (no other Duke made

32

says that Lyle has a quiet demeanor, but he
always contributes to the discussion.

more than 22 starts), and played an aver-

"When you're trying to explain some-

age of 29.4 minutes per game (second high-

thing, you look at people's faces to see if

est on the team). While the Dukes' record

they're getting it," Klevickis says. "And he

was not as strong as in some years, Lyle was

always gives great feedback. He always looks

named to the CAA district all-academic

very interested."

team and was a finalist for academic All-

ISAT takes an interdisciplinary approach,
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America honors.

combining social, political and economic top-

The 6-foot-8-inch, 225-pound player

ics with science and math. Lyle's concentra-

who wears No. 50 says he hopes for an even

tion in biotechnology presents him with in-
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better season this year. His humility pre-

teresting, cutting-edge issues such as genetic

u

vents any further prediction.

testing. While the testing can save lives, it can
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"I just want to be a good leader," says

also brand people as having high potential
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the thoughtful young man with dark eyes.

for certain conditions.

"I don't want to reach a statistic or a num-

"Our ability to test for some diseases

ber. I just want to reach my potential as

has outpaced our ability to cure some of these

a player."

diseases;' Klevickis says.

Coach Dillard expects nothing less. "I

Having watched Lyle mature and grow

just think Timmy has committed himself to

in the last three years, Klevickis says he has

total excellence both on and off the court;'

a "natural intelligence;' but remains "down

Dillard says. "We realized that during the

to earth... . If he didn't tell me [that he is

Committed to excellence both on and off the court, the team captain is studying biotechnology (several courses with professor Cindy
Klevickis, second from bottom) and has been on mission trips to
Jamaica and Central America.

Id Want a

Tim Lyle on his team.'

an athlete], I wouldn't know it. He's done a

Lyle, whose father is a civil engineer,

really good job of hardly ever missing a class

had considered attending a school with an

and if he does, he goes way beyond to make

engineering program. "When I was

up for it;' she says. "He's just a really nice

being recruited I thought I

person, so you wouldn't know he's a star."

wanted to do engineering,

Teammates concur that Lyle leads hum-

but I wasn't sure," Lyle

bly both on and off the court. "Tim Lyle is a

says. "It made the deci-

class act;' says Dwayne Braxton, 2000-2001

sion to come to JMU

team captain and guard for JMU. "He con-

a little tougher, but

stantly improves every year on and off the

it has worked

court. His hard work in the classroom car-

out great.

ries over to the basketball court. Tim is truly
the definition of a scholar-athlete."
Lyle has also set the bar high in his spiritual life. Active in Campus Crusade for
Christ, Lyle has been on mission trips to
Jamaica to help build a school and to Central
America where he played basketball and
gave testimony through Athletes in Action,
a division of Campus Crusade. Lyle also
leads teammates in a voluntary Bible study.
Lyle says his choice of attending JMU,
in fact, was divinely inspired. Offered scholarships by larger schools to play football,
Lyle -

who played football, basketball and

ISAT fits me perfectly,
and I really enjoy it."
Lyle excitedly talks
about a research paper

ran track at Poca High School in Poca,

he recently did on stem

W.Va. -

cells. He explains the

chose basketball and JMU.

"I enjoyed playing basketball. If you're

problems with re-

going to play in college, it helps to play the

placement in Park-

one you love," he said. "It's a fast game.

inson's patients,

Every possession matters. It's just fun."

putting technical

jargon into layman's terms. Though biotech-

"Most people would say [the hardest part

"He is without a doubt the only person

nology often leads to ethical questions, Lyle

of college basketball is] the time commit-

I know who constantly hustles every sec-

says he does not encounter too many chal-

ond he is on the floor;' Braxton says. "When

lenges to his belief system.

we needed a big shot or a key rebound,
Tim seemed to always be there

"Other than the aborted fetuses,

when it counted."

there are not that many

"It all comes from

ethical concerns with the

the heart with him,

commercial applica-

and I think we've

tions that biotech-

come to expect

nology is striving

that from Lyle;'

for," he says. "I

Dillard says.

don't foresee
any cloning of

Lyle says

humans in the

he doesn't have

future. Most

any

of the stuff is

plans for his

using gene ther-

life after gradu-
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apy to fight dis-

ation, but others
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"Tim Lyle defi-

the genetic codes."

nitely has a bright future

Lyle's teammates

ahead of him, whether it is

also see that his faith is a
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the working field. Tim will be success-

that has ever met Tim thinks the world

ful at whatever he does," Braxton says.

of him," Charles Hatter, a junior guard,
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says. "His faith in God is evident, and he

ment;' Lyle says. "But if you manage your

"He has the confidence, determination,

leads a good life, even though it is hard some-

time right I don't think it's that. I think it's

perseverance and intelligence to excel in

times being a basketball player."

the mental focus .... You really have to be tough

today's world."

Lyle also says that being a college bas-

mentally. I was ready for the other stuff -

'l yle, a young man comfortable in many

ketball player is not always easy. Yet he had

the commitment and the work physically."

different worlds, has a shorter answer. "What-

some idea what being a college athlete meant
before he came to JMU. His father, Craig,

Through his hard work, Lyle has received
the respect of his teammates and coaches.

ever the Lord has for my life," he says, "I'm
willing to take." •

played football at Penn State, his brother,
David, ran track at Marshall University, his
brother, Seth, played football at Marshall
and his grandfather was a gymnastics coach
at Penn State.

'It all comes from the heart with him, and I
think we've come to expect that from Tim Lyle.'
- Sherman Dillard

See ya in the
funny papers!

Snuffy, Loweezy and Jughaid
recently welcomed John R. Rose ('86) to Hootin' Holler,
where coonskin caps are still in style and the

He has a great knowledge of current events
and a great wit in the way he presents it to

phrases "horsefeathers" and "heebie-jeebies"

Story by Donna Dunn ('94)
Design by Melanie Rowan ('OO)

are part of the vernacular.
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Rose who has won a number of National
Newspaper Association and Virginia Press

In May, Rose became the artist for King

Today, Snuffy Smith is distributed to 900

Association awards, first met an editorial

Features' Barney Google and Snuffy Smith,

newspapers in 21 countries and 11 languages.

cartoonist during Fine Arts Week at JMU

one of the longest-running and most widely

While Rose had worked on the strip for

when he was a student. Mike Peters, a

syndicated comic strips in America. Rose,

three years, he was not guaranteed to be

Pulitzer Prize winner for journalism and

who had worked with Snuffy artist and writer

Lasswell's successor, according to Jay Kennedy,

artist for the Mother Goose and Grim comic

Fred Lasswell since 1998, said being chosen as

editor-in-chief for King Features. Kennedy

strip, looked at his editorial cartoons for

his successor was the fulfillment of a dream.

tried out four people for the strip.

The Breeze and offered suggestions.

"All I've really ever wanted to do is to be

"I thought John Rose was the best of the

Rose says his JMU experience prepared

a cartoonist;' says Rose, who has a Bachelor

four, which says a lot because we chose good

him well for creating editorial cartoons.

of Fine Arts degree in art with a double major

quality artists to begin with;' he says.

"Going to a liberal arts school is a good thing

in art history.
36

the reader."

Rose began working with Snuffy Smith

Various writers provide the scripts, and
Rose does all of the drawing.

because as an editorial cartoonist you have to
be a writer as well as an artist," Rose says.

after submitting some samples of his work

"His line is very steady;' the King Features

Rose says his editorial cartoons and Pup

to Lasswell, who drew and wrote the comic

chief says. "He has a good grasp of the line

books allow him to express his own style,

M

strip from 1942 until he died in March of

of the characters, and he gives a friendliness

while Snuffy Smith is an extension of Lass-

s

this year. Lasswell, who lived in Tampa, Fla.,

to the drawings."

well's creation. But he loves being in the midst

u

enlisted Rose, a Harrisonburg resident, to

Rose is no stranger to drawing comics.

of those crazy characters in Hootin' Holler.

I

ink his sketches. The pair collaborated by

Through Copley News Service, John has been

"I think Fred created some great charac-

s

phone and e-mail and met in person on

drawing for the Kids' Home Newspaper since

ters that people can relate to;' he adds. "I think

several occasions.

1991. His character, Pup, has spurred on

that's the secret to a successful cartoon."+
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"He was a great guy, very funny;' Rose

three activity books for children. The activity

says, sitting in his home office. Wearing a

cartoon for children began while he was an

Kermit the Frog shirt and surrounded by

editorial cartoonist and designer at the Warren

drawings of Mickey Mouse, Hagar the Hor-

Sentinel, a weekly newspaper in Front Royal.

rible and pretty crayon drawings by his

In 1993, Rose became art director for Harri-

daughter, Rose pointed out a picture of him-

sonburg's Daily News-Record for which he

self with Lasswell. "He was a giant in his field."

continues to provide editorial cartoons.

Snuffy Smith is the second oldest of King

He and his wife, Karen Irby Rose ('84),

Features' comic strips, which include Dennis

and their daughters, Meredith, 10, and Sarah,

the Menace, Beetle Bailey and Hagar the

6, will stay in Harrisonburg.

Horrible. Lasswell took over the comic strip

from Billy DeBeck, who created it in 1919.

News-Record General Manager and Editor

Peter Yates says, "Rose is an exceptional talent.

SCHOOL PRIDE
takes a road trip

Cyclist Hal Dillon ('98) logged 3,230 miles
on his bike last summer traveling across 14
states and some of Canada to raise more than
$20,000 in seven national bike rides to raise
funds for AIDS research. The events were
sponsored by Pallotta Team Works and
Tanqueray-AIDSRidesUSA. Dillon was
one of two cyclists in the nation to ride in
all seven events, which averaged more than
Members of the Metro-Washington Alumni Chapter cheered Hal Dillon ('98) at the Washington
500 miles each, in cities from San Francisco
Mall, as he completed a charity ride for AIDS reto Washington, D.C.
search. Dillon logged more than 3,000 miles on his
The Metro-Washington Alumni Chapter
bike this summer, raising more than $20,000 for
cheered Dillon en route during a TanquerayAIDS charities.
AIDSRide from Raleigh, N.C., to Washington, D.C., in June. A special cheering section
Josh Pringle ('95), president of the Metro
of alumni and friends met Dillon on the
chapter, joined Stephanie Tragakis ('96), presWashington Mall to support his fund-raising goals. Monies Dillon raised during that ' ident of the Baltimore Alumni Chapter, in
supporting Dillon's work. "This show of
ride benefited the Whitman-Walker Clinic
support tells a lot about the kind of people
and the Food & Friends organization.
that JMU graduates," Pringle says. "I was a
Assistant Director of Alumni Relations
very proud Duke today, and I am extremely
Tracey Kellogg coordinated the Duke cheerproud of Hal. He brings honor to all alumni:'
ing section for Dillon. "This was a proud day
Dillon is a software specialist in the Inforfor JMU;' she says. "Hal's work will benefit
mation Systems and Technology Division
so many people, and to have our alumni supof Viacom International Inc. He works from
port him in such a visible way is incredible."
CONTINUED ON PAGE 38

Alumni have been driving home their
purple pride, helping to raise more than
$16,000 for legacy scholarships at JMU.
For every JMU license plate that is purchased through the Virginia Division of
Motor Vehicles, $15 of the $25 specialty plate
fee goes to JMU. Last year, the university
received $12,000 from the sales ofJMU plates.
This year, JMU received $16,890 and awarded
17 Legacy Scholarships from the proceeds.
Sixteen students received $1,000 scholarships, and one received an $890 scholarship.
"The license plate program is helpful to
the alumni association on so many levels;'
says Justin Thompson, director of alumni
relations. "It's a great way to display JMU
pride, and it provides much needed scholarship support to legacy students."
For an additional $10 fee, many alumni
have "personalized" their JMU plates with
class years, names, favorite student clubs and
even their favorite bands. Plates with the
disabled designation are also available.
Other states are also beginning to recognize the purple passion. Alumni leaders in
Maryland and North Carolina are taking
reservations from anyone who would like to
purchase a JMU plate from these states. Once
enough pre-orders are taken, the alumni will
petition the Maryland and North Carolina
DMVs to offer a JMU license plate. For information on the Maryland JMU plate program,
contact Dixon Wood ('82) at (410) 956-2166.
For information in North Carolina, contact
Brannen Edge ('99) at (704) 375-5617.
To learn more about the Virginia JMU
license plate scholarship program, visit www.
jmu.edu/alumni/plate. To order a plate visit
the Virginia Division of Motor Vehicles
Web site <www.dmv.stat,....u,>.
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small as a classroom or office, or as
big as the world, the 2001 Distinguished Faculty and Service Award recipients are striving to make their communities better places.
The JMU Alumni Association honored Carmenza Kline and Rich Harris for their commitment to community service learning.
Spanish professor Carmenza Kline's research into contemporary Latin American
literature and commitment to teaching Spanish culture has brought her recognition on
three continents and earned her the Distinguished Faculty Award. Kline regularly
arranges faculty exchanges and campus visits from internationally known authors and
artists. She has also directed JMU's semester abroad program at the University of
Salamanca since establishing it in 1987.
Robert Goebel, head of the Department
of Foreign Languages and Literatures, says
"Carmenza's crowning achievement is the
Semester in Salamanca. The program offers
the priceless experience of truly practicing
the Spanish language while learning the culture. Dr. Kline has significantly increased
the number and quality of our majors and
minors in the department."
Bethany Oberst, director of international
programs, adds, "It is difficult to describe
the amount of intellectual energy and sheer
determination that it takes to design, implement and maintain a Studies Abroad program that runs all three academic terms. The
University of Salamanca is one of the oldest and most distinguished institutions in
all of Europe, and the faculty and staff there
respect Carmenza."

Award recipients embrace community building

Kline is currently working on a program
that will give students the opportunity to
engage in community service learning,
using their language skills to work with the
Spanish-speaking populations of the Harrisonburg area. "This move to link language and culture studies with service learning is at the forefront of international higher
education," says Oberst.
Kline has published two books in Spanish and published numerous articles on
world literature in both Spanish and English. She has served on numerous faculty
committees including the Visiting Scholars
Committee, the Honor Council and the
Latin American Studies Committee. She has
also served as a visiting professor at universities in Colombia, Spain and Mexico.
Rich Harris ('77), who directs JMU's
Center for Service-Learning, traveled to
Dominica last summer with 10 other alumni
in the university's first international alumni
service trip. The trip was recognized by the
national Alternative Spring Break program,
and Harris has been honored with JMU's
2001 Distinguished Service Award.

JMU's Alternative Spring Break coordinator Morgana Wallace says, "Rich's life
is a testament to and a commitment to
service in the local, national and international communities."
As director of the CS-L, Harris helps
students form partnerships through servicelearning placements in Harrisonburg and
in national and international communities.
Student service experiences have included
second-language tutoring, alternative spring
break trips, and work with Special Olympics,
aging and health programs. "Rich creates a
working environment that encourages innovation to better both the students and members of the community," explains Wallace.
And Harris lives the vision that he
teaches. He volunteers for Habitat for
Humanity and for Men Who Cook, a festival that raises money for an enrichment
program for African-American youth. He
has served on the board of the Lynchburg
Peace Education Center, Camp Kum-Ba-Yah
and the Virginia Council on Outdoor Adventure Education. He has counseled youth in
the Virginia Department of Corrections and
served numerous other civic organizations.
Tim Miller ('96), last year's CS-L graduate
assistant, says, "The true testament to Rich
is his legacy. If you look at all of the students
and assistants who have been through the
center, you will see an amazing trend of continued community service at all levels. Rich
has created an environment where all members of a university community can come
together to change the world one person at
a time."
- Michelle Hite ('88)

in the hospital battling leukemia. There was
a little boy on her ward named Ricardo
who had full-blown AIDS. The lessons that
I learned watching these two will be with
me forever. Kimberly, who was fighting for
her own life, set aside time every day to make
sure Ricardo felt loved. I will never forget her
unconditional giving and compassion. She
taught me that one person can make a difference - even when the odds are stacked
against them."

Dillon also volunteers at Camp Funshine
and several other summer camps for children and families fighting cancer and AIDS.
"I wanted to tackle all seven rides for
the children and the families that have
taught me what it really means to be brave;'
says Dillon.
Go on the road with Hal Dillon and learn
more about his work to raise money for
AIDS-related causes <www.whyibike.com>.
- Michelle Hite ('88)

Carmenza Kline and Rich Harris

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 37

the New York City office and primarily
deals with one ofViacom's premier clients,
MTV. Viacom creates, promotes and distributes news, sports and music for well-known
television, radio and Internet enterprises.
Dillon says that he is grateful that his
job allows him the time to participate in
such time-consuming fund-raising events.
"I wanted to do these bike rides to honor
my sister;' he says. "My first encounter with
AIDS came when my sister, Kimberly, was

....

David Parker ('82)
Darnestown, Md.

Sally A. Goldberg Scholarship
Occupation
Dad, Lego toy repairman, attorney and
founding partner in Hirsche!, Savitz,
Parker and Hollman, P.A.
Life's Mission
I want the world to be a different place
because I was important in the life of a
child. I keep that famous saying on my
nightstand with photos of my kids.
Gift Profile
I'm giving $4,000 a year to JMU to fund
the annual Sally A. Goldberg Scholarship
in early childhood education to honor my
aunt, who was a kindergarten teacher.

Why I Give
To help a future teacher attend college
and become an important person in the
life a child. That's the kind of legacy I
want to leave. After all, in 100 years no
one will remember the kind of car I drove.
There are all kinds of opportunities to make a difference at JMU even if you can't afford to provide an
entire scholarship. To learn about them, please contact Katharine Dennis, assistant vice president of
capital support, at (BOO) 296-6162.

Did yo u enjoy this issue of Montpelier? Why or why not?

What articles interested you most? Least? Why?
Fall 2001

Do you enjoy reading articles like the "Professors You Love" column that are written by your fellow readers?

If so, what ideas do you have for showcasing the work of other readers?

What topics would you like to see covered in future issues?

To help the Montpelier staff continue to improve the magazine, please complete this survey and mail it to
Montpelier, JMU, Medical Arts West Suite 26, MSC 5718, Harrisonburg, VA 22807.

HEADS, IT'S

TAILS,

By Nancy
Bondurant Jones
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A student examines a 1950s Christmas issue of The Breeze. The first issue of The Breeze was
an annual supplement (published June 3, 1923 ), which included reports on both the senior class
tree planting exercise on May 14 and the "High Tragedy on Campus" - May 22, when the "big
horse-mower ran over the hemlock tree planted by the seniors."
James Madison University's student
newspaper is called The Breeze but it might
have been The Maniac, Valley Dictorian or
Belles of the Blue Stone. In fact, a contest to
name the newly established school paper in
1922 came down to a coin toss between
Campus Cat and The Breeze. Cooler heads
dictated the latter, which has survived for
79 years, holding off a massive student vote
in 1942 to change the name to The Madi-

sonian or Mad Cap. A faculty veto preserved tradition and the original name.
An English class generated the first
school paper in 1921 with a monthly called
Go-get-'er. Circulation was one - a single
copy typed and placed in the library for
general use. But its immediate popularity
impelled plans for a "real" school newspaper. Pep rallies next semester drew the
support of students and the faculty. Three

hundred signed up for subscriptions from a student body of 983.
By today's standards, that early fourpage, bi-monthly would attract few readers. Even as a weekly during the '20s and
'30s, "news" focused on speakers on campus, social announcements and canned
humor. First editor Roselyn Brownley took
"Campus Cat" as the heading for her
humor column, a popular feature that continued for the next 16 years. High wit was
not a hallmark, however, but using professors' names was. For example, the following poked fun at the school's first full-time
professor of geography, Raus Hanson, in a
Feb. 29, 1930, issue:
Mr. Hanson: Do you notice that every
time I nod my head the Baby laughs?
Mrs. Hanson: Certainly. She likes to hear
the rattle.
The same paper's front page headlined
"H.T.C. Welcomes New Girls" with a list of
the eight new girls enrolled for the spring
semester. And more than half a page simply
cited "Guests on Campus" as "Wallace
Lamb came to see Pearl Nash" and "WeekEnd Trips" like "Marie Pence went home to
Port Republic."
Also 70 years ago, annual celebrations
included "class days" with festive costumes
and programs along with a special issue of
The Breeze for each class' day "edited by
members of the class and printed in class
colors;' according to professor Raymond
Dingledine's history of the school. Seniors,
of course, had purple; green and red designated sophomore and freshman papers,
and juniors tried yellow but found it too
hard to read. They settled for black and
white with a large gold "J" on the front page.
Through those early years, paper size
varied. Photos first appeared in a 1932
issue, but ran rarely until 1937. From then
on, they enlivened each issue. Since the
early 1990s, photos have been in black and
white and in color. And today's Breeze, honored for the second consecutive year by the
Society of Professional Journalists as the

top non-daily student newspaper in the
country, prints 9,500 copies every Monday
and Thursday.
Managing Editor Amanda Capp says,
"Our ultimate goal is to put out a wellrounded paper that informs students about
what's going on across campus and around
the community. And along the way, we try
to entertain."
Co-advisor Albert "Flip" Deluca, who
shares duties with Alan Neckowitz, comments on how students take their work
more seriously today than when he started
advising in 1980. "The staff is a lot bigger
and more professional. All decision making
rests with the students. We give advice, but
all the decisions are theirs. The learning situation becomes more realistic."
Certainly today's Breeze journalistic style
is professional. Many of the staff members
intern on daily papers during the summer
and major in journalism. Capp spent her
summer at The News Leader, a daily based
in Staunton.
And while the quality and sophistication of the paper keeps pace with campus
growth and change, the publication or its
offshoots can evoke controversy. In 1970, an
underground paper named The Fixer fueled

The very first Breeze staff as members appeared in the 1923 issue of School Ma'am. Staff members
included Editor Roselyn Brownley; Assistant Editors Anne Gilliam and Bertha McCollum; Business
Manager Florence Shelton; Assistant Business Manager Emily Hogge; and reporters Margaret Ritchie,
Rebecca Gwaltney, Ruth Bean, Shirley McKinney, Mildred Morecock and Clarinda Holcomb.
41

fires of rebellion. The Breeze covered it all.
In 2001, coverage continues to expose the
good and the bad on campus. The latest
controversy arose over the sexual content
of an insert, Turf Next year, who knows?

Perhaps a good newspaper reflects former Supreme Court Chief Justice Earl
Warren's view of life. He once said, "Everything that I did in my life that was worthwhile I caught hell for!'
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THE FIXER
FIXED NOTHING
In the turbulent '60s, student Jay Rainey
wore blue jeans, blanket ponchos, sandals
and long hair, and he became an anathema
to the administration. Madison College
refused him readmission in 1968, and
the American Civil Liberties Union sued
the school on his behalf. The suit dragged
on until September 1969. After a sevenhour session in U.S. District Court, Rainey
gained permission to register for the 196970 term - provided he adhere to rules
for conduct and dress.
The ruling said nothing about distributing written opinion.
An uneasy truce marked the year and
an underground newspaper emerged. In
the spring when three popular professors
lost their positions, Rainey wrote articles
calling for the appointment of a new president and urging others to violate current

rules. The Fixer, produced on a typewriter
with hand-drawn headlines and student
drawings, ran the series. A protest group
called Harambee drew 500 to 800 students
to demonstrations.
President Ronald Carrier, who succeeded Tyler Miller as president in 1971,
later assessed the time: "The world was
changing - dramatically changing. You'd
had the assassination of John F. Kennedy,
the assassination of Robert Kennedy, of
Martin Luther King. You'd had the Berkeley
free-speech movement; you'd had civil
rights issues in Selma and Birmingham.
"You'd had the Vietnam War, had just
had Cambodia, plus Kent State. You had
some trouble here, which was really
minor, but turned into more of an issue
than it probably should have been. Dr.
Miller was caught in the vortex of a
changing world. He was whipped around.
Yet he got out in time - no one asked
him to quit - before it damaged him

personally and before the institution paid
the price."
Rainey graduated in 1971 and became a successful businessman in Christiansburg. And both Harambee and The
Fixer disappeared.
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• STAY IN TOUCH•
To submit a class note for publication in Mont-

pelier, please refer to the class note submission
form and instructions on Page 47.

19 48
Glenna Dodson Carr retired from the University
of Florida after serving on the faculty for 50 years.

1950

19 B1

Deborah Dickerson Bloxom is Jiving on the east
coast and working as a senior consultant with
Personnel Decisions International in Rosslyn.
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Karen Virginia McAleer retired from Mechanicsville Elementary School in Hanover County
after 30 years of teaching.

1971
Anne T. Creasy retired after teaching Latin and
French in Newport News Public Schools for
29 years.

19 73

s

s

Elaine L. Bunting retired after 31 years as an elementary media specialist. She is writing a series of
children's books about the counties of Maryland,
and two books in the series have been published.

Patricia Marie Kiblinger is a Microsoft technology instructor/consultant at Augusta Medical Center in Fishersville. She enjoys painting and art in
her free time.
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1968
Jane Mohr Doyle retired from the Department
of Defense Schools after 32 years and stepped
down as president of the Federal Education
Association/NEA.

,MADISON•
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19 B5
Marjorie Smith Funk retired from teaching after
35 years in the Augusta County school system.

Florence "Perl<le" Perkinson Ryan and Ernest
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary in
Williamsburg with their children, Thomas Ryan
{'75) and wife Catherine Judkins {'75) and
Melinda Ryan {'78) and husband John Montoro.

Beth Robertson is assistant vice president/ branch
manager for Benchmark Community Bank's
office in Crewe.

N

19B4
Brenda Bass Jolly retired as an elementary school
teacher with 35 years' experience in the Petersburg public school system.

Class Reunions
1937, 1942, 1947, 1952,
1957, 1962
May 17-18, 2002

rrlarle your calendars now!
Celebrate this special time at James
Madison University! Relive your
Madison memories and rediscover
friends and fellow classmates.
Explore the university of today and
see the exciting changes that have
taken place since you graduated.

If you have not received information
yet about your upcoming reunion,
please contact Sherry King in the
Office of Alumni Relations at (540)
568-8064 or visit MadisOn-Line
<www.jmu.edu/alumni/>.

Adair Archibald Johnson was chosen as "supporter of education" from the Biloxi Chamber of
Commerce for 2001. She retired after 25 years of
teaching art in the Biloxi Public Schools system.

19 74
Leonard Erwin is a senior case manager for the
state's brain and spinal cord injury program in
St. Petersburg, Fla.

1975
Kevin Waindel is an area sales manager for Blue
Ridge Beverage in South Boston and a part-time
farmer. He and Evelyn raise vegetables, tobacco
and fruit on a farm in Halifax County.

19 7B
Carol Koch Cornett and Larry have returned to
Richmond after living in Alaska, the Caribbean
and Texas. Carol is an adult education instructor
at the Virginia Rehabilitation Center for the
Blind. Larry is in the computer business.

19 77
Paul Billingsley was promoted to senior environmental analyst for the Washington Suburban
Sanitary Commission's environmental group.

1978
Robert "Bob" Grimesey Jr., Ph.D., is superintendent of Alleghany Schools.
Gregory Kandt is pastor of the Church of the
Incarnation in Charlottesville.
Carolyn Varndell has worked as a certified athletics trainer in physical therapy in Michigan for
18 years. Last year she became a board certified
pedorthist and owns The Foot Store in Mount
Pleasant, S.C.

1979
Valerie Frank Corace, Elizabeth Prest Albee,
Corinne Waugh Cummings, Sandi Jones Garrison, Sue Meador Haley, Lil Kirkland Kann and
Barbara Lumpkin Shaughnessy collectively traveled from four different states and more than
4,600 miles for a mini-reunion. They have reunited
every year for more than 20 years.
James Dawson published the novel, Wasted Talents.

19 80
Melody Hartranft completed her 20th year as a
gymnastics coach. She spent two years at Kemps
High School and 18 at her alma mater, Cox High
School in Virginia Beach. Her career record
includes 170 wins and six second-place titles in
state tournaments. This year, she was nominated
as the high school's coach of the year.

1982
Anita Stalter Lapp is vice president of academic
affairs and academic dean at Goshen College in
Goshen, Ind.

19 83
Kenneth Brown was promoted to senior human
resources manager for the corporate headquarters of Lockheed Martin Corp. in Bethesda, Md.
John R. Edgell joined Barnes & Thornburg as co-chairman of the federal relations group based in Washington, D.C.
Jeff Hodges is director of media relations at
Hollins University in Roanoke.

198 4
Jay Crawford is public relations coordinator at
Blue Ridge School in St. George.
Denise Wingfield was named Loudoun County's
Gifted Education Teacher of the Year. She teaches
at Park View High School.

19 85
Craig Boggess is a senior analyst at Bank of
America, and Bonnijean McGrew {'89) is a fitness
and yoga instructor as well as a stay-at-home
mom to Allyson Anne, 6, and Drew Palmer, I.
Jerry D'Ascoli is the creative group head at
Gillespie Advertising in Princeton, N .J. He and
Heidi have purchased their first house, where
they live with children, Isabella and Zeke.
Dale East is a client service manager for corporate
television at 20th Century Fox in Beverly Hills.

John B. Noftsinger, Ed.D., received the first-ever
Distinguished Service Award from the Shenandoah Valley Technology Council, which he
helped found. He was also named chairman of
the Blue Ridge Area Food Bank, and this summer served as a panelist at the White House
Workshop on Critical Infrastructures, sponsored
by the president and the National Science Foundation. Noftsinger is associate vice president for
research and program innovation at JMU.

198G
Bill Evans is the marketing manager for the
Triad Region of Novant Health in western North
Carolina. His study, "Coping Strategies Used in
Residential Hospice Settings: Findings from a
National Study," was published in the March
issue of the American Journal of Hospice and Pal-

liative Care.
Mark Miller is a vice president at Powell Tate in
Washington, D.C. He also manages a transition
program at the D.C. jail. He and Arny live in Silver Spring, Md.
Deana Sutton is a pharmaceutical sales representative for Ortho-McNeil Pharmaceutical in
Richmond. She and her husband keep busy with
twins, Cole Hartley and Ashton Elena.

1988
Lieutenant Commander George Michaels is an
F-14 radar intercept officer and operations officer of Fighter Squadron 143 at NAS Oceana. Wife
Pamela Newman Michaels ('89) is a training
coordinator with the Navy Exchange Service
Command. The couple recently celebrated their
I 0th wedding anniversary.

1989
Michael Wayne Glock earned his master's in
visual information technologies. He is the owner
and operator of SLYX Productions and SLYX
Fashions.

1990
Steve Cornwell is news and sports director for
radio stations WINC AM/FM, WAP-FM and
WBPP-FM in Winchester. He was featured in the
cover article of the June 2001 issue of Communicator. He and Christie Jeantheau Cornwell ('89)
live in Stephens City with their three daughters,
Madison, Morgan and Mackenzie.
Thomas Payne Dahl works in his family's real
estate development business. He and Kristin live
in Staunton with their daughter, Ashley.
Michael "Mitch" Falk is a partner at Atrium
Pediatrics in Marlton, N.J. He and Linda live in
Cherry Hill, N.J., with sons Nicholas Jon, 2, and
Joseph Michael, I.
Donna Rosato Sanderson earned her doctorate
in education from the University of Pennsylvania. She is a professor of education at West
Chester University.
Donald "Sonny'' Smith Jr. is an agent with Nationwide Insurance & Financial Services in Manassas.
Kelvin Tomes is president and founder of Alliance
Business Development.

Lisa Diane Winn is executive director of The
Carver Promise program in Richmond.

1991
Marie Augustine Boehling is a part-time school
psychologist with Henrico County Public Schools.
She and Jim live in Richmond with Henry, I.
Ron Carter is an academic technology specialist
at Meredith College in Raleigh, N.C. Windy Conner Carter ('93) is a health care consultant in
Raleigh, N.C.
Susan Harmon Epperson is vice president of
marketing for Henrico Federal Credit Union.
Cathy Jones Daley completed her pediatric residency at Denver's Children's Hospital and is a
private-practice pediatrician in Denver.
Russell Newman earned a doctorate in English
from Indiana University of Pennsylvania.
Mia J. Barb Sherwood is a stay-at-home mom to
Jack, I. Aaron ('93) is an environmental health
specialist with the Virginia Department of Health.
The family lives in Harrisonburg.

1992
Kim Dalianis Zarkin and Michael moved to
Texas. Kim teaches at Texas Woman's University.
Beth Ising earned a law degree from the University of North Carolina School of Law. She is an
attorney with Gibson, Dunn and Crutcher in
Washington, D.C.
Kimberly Pastirchak Koch is a stay-at-home
mom to son, Brandon, 3. She and John live in
Fredericksburg.
Heather Owen Martin is a stay-at-home mom
and a high school field hockey coach. She and
Robert live in Richmond and have 3 children,
Abby, Alec and Isabelle.
Edward Naro Jr. was deployed to Prince Sultan
Air Base in Saudi Arabia as an intelligence specialist with electronic attack squadron VAQ-209.
Kristen Simpson is a senior editor at Child magazine in N.Y.
Carla Swanson moved across the country to accept
a new job in the internal ad agency at World
Vision near Seattle.

1993
Bernie Dombrowski is president of Synergy
Benefits Inc.
Sonja Macys earned a master's in parks and protected area management with a focus on international conservation from Colorado State University. She will continue her research projects
involving conservation issues in the United States
and Latin America.
Suanne Nash Wohlford is a pharmacy manager
for Wal-Mart.
Joseph "Jay'' Vaughan earned his juris doctor
from George Washington University School of
Law. He and Lisa Farrow ('92) live in Washington, D.C.

TOUT LE monDE 15 A STAliE
JMU's Semester
in Paris program
led Mikael Manoukian ('93) on
a circuitous journey to the stage.
In 1989, he
participated in a
)MU-sponsored
trip to Paris,
while he was officially enrolled at
Virginia Tech. He enjoyed the program
so much that he transferred to )MU the
following year. Manoukian has also faithfully pursued a lifelong enthusiasm for
French culture.
After graduation, the business major
returned to Northern Virginia and tried
his hand at several career fields including
education, film production and Internet
marketing. His love of all things French
led him to join LE NEON Theatre, a
French-American theater troupe. While
his motive for joining the troupe might
have been to practice his French, the
ultimate outcome was a rewarding career
as a stage performer.
Manoukian managed the LE NEON
Theatre for two years and his interest in
theatrical performance blossomed. Later,
he studied theater at the American Conservatory Theatre, George Mason University and in Corsica, France, via the
George Washington University Theatre
Abroad program.
Manoukian joined the Blue Shift
Theatre Ensemble in Asheville, N.C., for
the 2000-2001 season, which included
performances of the live, physical comedy SPORT. "It's kind of like the Three
Stooges doing a Nike commercial," says
Manoukian. "The show was originally
created and produced in the mid-80s by
El Tricicle, a trio of Spanish clowns; and
the Blue Shift Theatre Ensemble worked
with the group to revive and adapt
SPORT for an American market."
The Blue Shift Theatre Ensemble
performed SPORT at schools, colleges
and professional theaters throughout the
southeastern states and closed their season in the spotlight with a two-week
performance at the renowned, 23rd Piccolo Spoleto Festival in Charleston, S.C.
Manoukian returned to the Washington, D.C., region in June 2001 to
teach circus arts skills, while training
with acclaimed solo performer, Avner
the Eccentric. Manoukian also created
his own show, an original two-person
educational play, which premiered this
fall. Animated Tales from Around the World
is geared toward third- to sixth-graders
and will tour D.C.-area schools during
the 2001-2002 academic year.
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CHARITABLE POWERHOUSE
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Frank "Buddy" Gadams
('93) is a charitable powerhouse, whose interests cover
a continuum from the fine
arts to marathon running to
international health issues to volunteering for Habitat for Humanity.
His legion of volunteer efforts was
heralded by Inside Business: The Hampton Roads Business Journal when he was
selected for the magazine's annual "Top
40 Under 40" list, which honors 40 individuals for business acumen, personal
achievement and dedication to the
greater community. The modest Gadams
says, "I felt great honor to be put in the
same category as other selected members
of the community."
Inside Business chose Gadams for his
many notable achievements and contributions. From 1998 to 2001, he served as
president of the Chrysler Museum's For
Art's Sake support group, an organization that promotes art and culture for
the Chrysler Museum and Hampton
Roads. Under his tenure as president, the
group raised more than $55,000 through
fund-raising operations and annual
events. During this time, Gadams also
served as manager of the Eco-Challenge
team for Operation Smile International,
a worldwide organization that provides
reconstructive surgery and related health
care to underprivileged children and
adults. Gadams helped raise money for
Operation Smile through events such as
the 1997 international Des Sables
marathon in Morocco, where he joined
other runners in a race across the Sahara
desert. Gadams helped build homes for
Habitat for Humanity in 1998, and formerly served as a merit badge counselor
for the Boys Scouts of America.
Since being named to the "Top 40"
list, Gadams has been appointed regional
vice-president for ING, a company that
sells wholesale investment products to
brokerage firms. And he keeps expanding his portfolio of interests. He is assisting in the renovation of historic homes
in the Norfolk vicinity.
"It can be a difficult project at times;'
he says, "because you must sift through
the red tape of both state and federal
government agencies to protect these
antiquated buildings." His current project involves restoring a large 1910 apartment complex, which will be gutted and
renovated into condominiums.
In October 2000, Gadams married
alumna Jennifer Kelsey ('92) after meeting her through a blind date that was set
up by another alumnus. Jennifer and the
"Top 40" powerhouse live in Williamsburg.
-Marisa Domenech ('OJ)

1994
Robert Porter Dorr is a management consultant
with a large strategy house and lives in Washington, D.C.
Deborah Murphy Salley earned a master's in nurse
anesthesia from the Medical College of Virginia.
She is a nurse anesthetist and lives in Anderson,
S.C., with Lawton and daughter, Hannah.

1995
Matt Barany was named head coach for the )MU
men's swimming team. As a student, Barany was
swim team co-captain and helped lead the team
to four CAA titles from 1991 to 1995. He most
recently served as women's swim team coach at
Randolph-Macon College, where he was named
Old Dominion Athletic Conference and Atlantic
States Coach of the Year.
Neil Campbell earned his M.B.A. from the University of Virginia.
Kyle Drake is assistant vice president with First
Union. Jaye Kalepp Drake is a full-time wife and
mother.
Mark Gabriele, Ph.D., joined the )MU faculty to
teach anatomy. He will also serve as assistant
men's swimming coach. While an undergraduate, Gabriele was co-captain of the men's swimming team.
Drew Pascarella earned his M.B.A. from Cornell's Johnson Graduate School of Business. He
was class president and received a Fried Fellowship. He is an associate in investment banking
for Solomon Smith Barney in New York City.
Lisa Poff is an actress based in Los Angeles. She
has co-starred on the WB-TV shows, The Gilmore
Girls and Sabrina the Teenage Witch .
Ellen Kirby Radick is a registered nurse and
specializes in the areas of surgical, medical,
emergency and psychiatric nursing. She and
Adam live in Kapolei, Hawaii.
Joseph Russo earned an M.B.A. from Pace University.
Sam Zizzi earned his doctorate and is an assistant professor at West Virginia University in sport
and exercise psychology.

1998
David Besachio earned his doctorate in osteopathic medicine and is a U.S. Naval physician in
Portsmouth.
Leanne Cannon Besachio is a residence life coordinator and instructor at Old Dominion University.
Lisa Goodman Brown is an educator in an early
intervention program in Front Royal.
Michael S. Lippard earned his master's in music
at Northwestern University, and Erin R. Coats
earned a master's in music at Indiana University.
Libby Wilson Meares is assistant director of
legal career services at The Catholic University of
America's law school.
Todd Myrick of Alexandria was promoted to
director of development for the Ronald H. Brown
Foundation in Washington, D.C.

R. Bernie Pritchard earned an M.B.A. from BellSouth/Kennesaw State University. He is a senior
manager with BellSouth Broadband and Internet
Services division in Atlanta.
Valerie Reinhardt Quick earned a nursing degree
from the University of Virginia. She will serve in
the U.Va. Hospital's surgical/trauma ICU.
Monique Nichole Simmons graduated from
Eastern Virginia Medical School and will begin a
four-year obstetrics and gynecology residency at
the University of South Florida in Tampa.

1997
Matthew Beekman is a manager with KPMG in
Albany, N.Y.
Brenda Boettler Beitzel earned a master's in
occupational therapy from Towson University.
She works with children with disabilities in the
Harrisburg, Pa., school system. Mike is a human
resources specialist for the northeast region for
Electronic Data Systems in Harrisburg.
Kelly Carter is client relations manager for HBL
Mercedes in Northern Virginia.
Mike McFarland graduated from U.S. Army
Officer Candidate School as a second lieutenant
and is attending U.S. Army Flight School.
Gregory Pons and Dawn live in Alexandria,
where he is a software developer for Outtask Inc.
Jody Lynn Stell is taking "a fun, temporary break
from the corporate world" to move to Galway,
Ireland, to work and travel.
Scott Viemeister is a fine woodworker and
works for Gaston & Wyatt. He and Kimberly live
in Ruckersville.

1998
Shannon Ballard is a writer/editor for The Sage
Colleges with campuses in Albany and Troy, N.Y.
Margery Koeckert Bonafede earned a master's
in chemistry from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. She teaches physics and chemistry at
Lexington Christian Academy in Lexington,
Mass. She and Joseph live in Cambridge.
Diane Calendine earned her juris doctor degree
from the Dickinson School of Law of Pennsylvania State University.
Amy Algire DeWitt earned a master's in education from George Mason University. She is a firstgrade teacher in Fairfax County.
Angela Krum Drakulich earned a master's in
international affairs from Seton Hall University
and is an editor at Rosie magazine. Petar earned
a master's in history from Rutgers University.
Michelle Nicks Rivera is a senior financial
anlayst for Baptist Health System in San Antonio. She and Daniel live in Universal City with
daughter, Milan.
Wendy Lynne Sivori earned her juris doctor
from the Dickinson School of Law of Pennsylvania State University.
Kathryn Townsend earned an M.B.A. from the
College of William and Mary and works m
the marketing management department of IBM
in Arizona.

1999
Larry Leibowitz has launched Larry's Best
<larrysbest.com> which features gourmet salad
dressings and marinades distributed online
and offline.
Alyson Lio earned a master's in speech language
pathology from Towson University and works for
Genesis Rehabilitation Services in Baltimore.

Bernie Dombrowski ('93) to Andrea Perkins,
9/3/00.
Hillary Tennant ('93) to Marvin Sun, 6/24/00.
AndrewJ.Logan ('94) to Noelle Garcia, 9/01.
Tina Mazey ('94) to J.B. Trivette Jr., 3/10/01.
Rebecca "Katrina" Sherman ('94) to Adrian
Chandler, 7/ 15/00.
Neil Campbell ('95) to Elizabeth Isler, 6/3/00.
Ellen Rebecca Kirby ('95) to Adam E. Radicic,
12/2/00.

Tracy Hutchinson Reagan works for the Morino
Group/Institute and practices massage therapy.
Patrick works for Viget Labs in Arlington.

Renee Sloan ('95) to John C. Ricketts Jr., 4/21/01.

2000

Sandra L. Chapman ('96) to Marcus Ordonez
('98), 4/21/01.

Brett A. Enge of Ambler, Pa., received the 2001
Richard V. Andre Award from Pi Mu Epsilon, the
national mathematics honor society. The award
recognizes the top three national mathematics
research papers written by undergraduates and
published the year prior. Enge's research project,
led by JMU mathematics professor Carter Lyons,
was presented at the American Mathematical
Society's annual conference in January 2000.

Jason Sfaelos ('96) to Amy Foutz ('98), 6/23/01.

Allyson Kalevich is a human resources assistant
at Hilb, Rogal and Hamilton Co.

Matthew Beekman ('97) to Kimberly Wilcox,
4/21/01.

Jennifer E. Risser works at Radio City Music
Hall in New York City. She is currently playing
the role of Pikachu in Pokemon Live, which is
to uring the United States and Europe.

Brenda Lynn Boettler ('97) to Mike Beitzel,
2/24/01.

WEDDINGS
197 Ds
Henry E. Holdren ('78) to Megan Robinson.

Lisa Goodman ('96) to Robert Brown, 5/5/01.
Michael S. Lippard ('96) to Erin R. Coats, 8/ 14/00.
Tiffany D. Miller ('96) to J. Todd Jenkins,
12/16/00.
Nicole Obitz ('96) to Jason Bisson, 4/21/01.
Kristen Policicchio ('96) to David Goodman
('95), 5/01.

Brooke Chafin ('97) to Michael Daren Campbell,
4/7 /0 I.
Gregory Pons ('97) to Dawn Allyson Pisani,
5/5/0 I.
Scott Viemeister ('97) to Kimberly Manoly,
9/27/00.
Amy Algire ('98) to John S. DeWitt, 3/31/01.
Carolyn Birch ('98) to William Ritchey, 5/26/01.

198 Os

Caterina Costanzo ('98) to Daniel J. Powers,
5/26/01.

John Campbell Smith ('83) to Martha Short,
11/4/00.

Kimberly A. Doyle ('98) to Matthew J. Dixon
('97), 5/19/01.

Kimberly Anne Cornwell ('85) to Russell Curtis
Ritenour Jr., 7/13/00.

Dara Goodman ('98) to Shane Nicely, 5/5/01.

Kathryn Sampson ('86) to Charles Allen, 3/25/00.
Erik Carl Shifflett ('88) to Denise Renee Dean,
9/30/00.
Elizabeth Stuart Vincent ('89) to 0. Kevin Early
('83) , 2/3/01.

1990s
Denyse Tyson Hedgepeth ('90) to Rodney Lee
Harris, 3/17/0 I.
Kelvin Tomes ('90) to Kathleen Lane, 1/13/01.

Eric Heinz ('98) to Leigh Anne Lewis, 5/12/01.
Reinee Ann Kissinger ('98) to Aaron Glenn
Goetsch, 4/7/0 I.
Greg Moon ('98) to Cathleen Griffin, 3/24/01.
Marcus Ordonez ('98) to Sandra L. Chapman
('96), 4/21/01.
Kristin Ovstegard ('98) to Jeffrey Stout, 3/24/01.
Sean Patrick Reid ('98) to Erika Ashley Pullen,
10/28/00.
Erin M. Bozzi ('99) to Bill Criss IV, 7/14/01.
Jill Harris ('99) to Darren Etheredge, 3/1/01.

Joseph P. Garvie ('91) to Catherine Leigh LeNoir,
5/19/01.
Susan Harmon ('91) to Thomas Epperson, 5/12/01.

Tracy Jane Hutchinson ('99) to Patrick Robert
Reagan, 4/7/0 I.

Catherine Jones ('91) to Matthew Daley, 5/13/01.

Daniel Reuben Kasabian ('99) to Christina
Michele Biondi, 12/30/00.

Jill Norris ('91) to Lawrence J. Hance Jr., 3/31/01.
Kimberly Dalianis ('92) to Mike Zarkin, 7/29/00.
Lisa Farrow {'92) to Joseph "Jay''Vaughan ('93),
6/ 16/01.
Elizabeth "Beth" Ising ('92) to MK Cullen, 5/00.
Sharon Lynn Presley ('92) to James E. Waddell
Jr., 9/23/00.
Tonna Kay Basham ('93) to William G. Buono,
7/15/00.

Sara Marie Askew ('99) and Aaron L. Wyman
('98), 11/ l 1/00.

2000s
James Michael Brunner ('OO) to Andrea Guyette,
1/5/01.
James Preston Coates III ('OO) to Jennifer Marie
Carwile, 4/7/0 I.

mnuon DOLLAR mAn
Jason Nunemaker {'94) has
a $150,000 check hanging
on his city hall office in
Dania Beach, Fla. Well, it's
a mock check; but the
framed fixture confirms
Nunemaker's success in wntmg grant
proposals. So far, this city manager has
brought in more than $5 million in grant
monies for the city.
But the million-dollar man says public
service was not his first choice of careers.
"I always thought that I would be a
lawyer," says the one-time political science
major, who earned a master's in public
administration from )MU. "I didn't anticipate working in the government sector."
In 1995, Nunemaker earned a fellowship
to work in the Virginia governor's office,
and the next year, he was awarded a scholarship to work on his doctorate in public
administration at Florida Atlantic University. "These experiences piqued my interest
in public service," he says.
While working on his doctorate, Nunemaker was assigned an internship as assistant to the Dania Beach city manager
through the FAU/FIU Joint Center for
Environmental and Urban Problems. "I
didn't know anything about the city, but
I figured I'd check it out;' he says, "Taking a chance was great, because I learned
a lot about the inner workings of government and it led to a job I love:'
Nunemaker, originally from Chesterfield, Va., was promoted to assistant to
the city manager just four months after
his internship. He was named assistant
city manager in October 2000 and city
manager in March 2001.
In an age when congressmen and presidents have been chastised left and right
for a lack of moral behavior, Nunemaker
says that he is proud to represent public
servants. "I love what I do," he says. "You
are right in the middle of things, and you
can make a difference in the lives of others."
As city manager, Nunemaker oversees
180 employees and is the city's point man
on community development issues. He
works with an elected mayor and four
commissioners, and, of course, lends his
expertise to the city's grant writers.
Nunemaker also has a flair for the
historic facts of the oldest incorporated
city in Broward County. "In the 1920s,
Dania Beach was known as the Tomato
Capital of the World, complete with a
Miss Tomato Pageant," he says. Today,
the city is known as the "Antiques Capital of the South" for being home to more
than JOO antiques shops. The city is also
the home to the International Game Fish
Association and Museum and one of the
world's largest sporting goods centers,
Bass Pro Outdoor World.
- Michelle Hite ('88)
with Kai Hill, The Sun-Sentinel
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FUTURE DUKES
197 0s
Steven James Merricks {'78) and Sharon, a daughter, Addison Marie, 11/9/00.
Janice Lynn Byrd {'79) and Richard Chaney Jr., a
son, Michael Edward, 3/19/01.

1980s
Mary Belanger Chambers {'82) and Chuck, a
son, Nicholas, I 1/13/00.
Kenneth Brown {'83) and Patricia, a son, William
Daniel, 10/12/00.
Mark Robertson {'83) and Susan, a son, Joseph
Vaughan, 3/15/01.
Paula Houtary Thompson ('84) and William, a
daughter, Bailey Anne, 10/10/00.
Craig Boggess {'85) and Bonnijean McGrew
{'89), a son, Drew Palmer, 9/4/00.
Jerry D'Ascoli {'85) and Heidi, twins, a son, Zeke,
and a daughter, Isabella, 9/14/00.
Katie Carter Lemon {'85) and Doug, a son,
Matthew Donald, 3/6/0 I.
Kelly Brooks {'86) and Angela, a son, Adam
Paul, 7/16/00.
Amy Rennie Carter ('86) and Brad, a son, Wade
Rennie, 6/5/0 I.

Sarah Otto Deacon {'86) and Kip, a son, Samuel
Robert, 5/1 I /0 I.
Genie O'Brien Glaser {'86) and Tim, a daughter,
Perri Michelle, 4/30/0 I.
Deana Hartley Sutton {'86) and Stacy, twins, a
daughter, Ashton Elena and a son, Cole Hartley,
4/24/01.
James R. Baugher ('87) and Karen, a son, Reagan
James, 5/8/0 I.
Charles Lundy {'87) and Karen, a daughter, Elizabeth Holden, 4/13/0 I.
J. Timothy McDonald ('87) and Elizabeth
Deschenes, a son, John "Jack" Aidan, 5/17/01.
Kim Wells Walton {'87) and Tom, a daughter,
Ashlyn Paige, 3/27/01.
Gina Anderson Weedon {'87) and Todd ('89), a
son, Grant Foster, 3/1/01.
Angie Ramey Baylor {'88) and Eric ('91), twins,
a daughter, Allison, and a son, Blake, 3/23/01.
Daniel Christopher Murphy ('88) and Michelle
Annette Miller, a daughter, Meghan Danielle,
1/3/01.
George Wheeler {'88) and Alison Radcliffe, a
son, Mark Robert, 5/5/01.
Linda McConnell Hume ('89) and Bob, a daughter, Sara Renee, 5/31/01.
Joseph Rolewicz ('89) and Debby Callaghan {'90),
a son, Mark David, 3/9/01.
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The JMU Alumni Association thanks the 1,000 alumni and friends
who have donated to the Leeolou Alumni Center Pave the Way campaign.

I

Your support is helping build a home away from home for JMU alumni.

I

Bricks engraved with donors' names will pave the entranceway to the
new alumni center. Each brick costs $100. It's not too late to show your
school pride.
To participate in the Pave the Way campaign, call (800) 296-6162 or
visit www.jmu.edu/alumni/pavetheway.html.
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·---------------~

Carla Anderson Tyree {'89) and Alan, a son,
Daniel Alan, 4/26/0 I.
Brian Walsh ('89) and Amy, a son, Sean William,
12/30/00.

1990s
Andrea DiCarlo Cohen {'90) and David, a daughter, Claire Emily, 4/7/0 I.
Thomas Payne Dahl ('90) and Kristin, a daughter, Ashley Jordan, 2/16/01.
Sarah Daly Jackowski ('90) and Bill, a daughter,
Megan "Meg" Dyson, 12/28/00.
Tracy Smithson Mozingo {'90) and Rich, a son,
Alex Carlton, 11/15/00.
Donna Rosato Sanderson {'90) and David, a
daughter, Morgan Marie, 7/23/00.
Jeff Smith ('90) and Beth, a daughter, Caroline
Elizabeth, 6/27/01.
Angela K. Suter {'90) and Jonathan OsinkoskySuter, a daughter, Andrea Layne, 3/1/01.
Jeffery C. Taylor {'90) and Tonya, a son, Jacob
Ryan, 5/13/01.
Michelle St. Laurent Winkleblack ('90) and
Grant, a daughter, Lauren Madison, 5/1/01.
Ann Baxter ('91) and Lyle Reger, a daughter,
Savannah Jean, 5/29/0 I.
Lisa Bradley ('91) and Bill Bunting, a son, Michael
Thomas, 3/7/01.
Stacie Ball Calder {'91) and John, a daughter,
Alexa Ryer, 5/1 /0 I.
Michael Dougherty ('91) and Colleen, a daughter, Shannon Elizabeth, 3/8/0 I.
Kristy Keith Smith ('91) and Charlie, a son,
Marshall Hudson, 3/25/01.
Sabrina Bugay Willis ('91) and Kevin ('89), a
daughter, Hannah Caitlin, 11/28/00.
Kathy Lawrence Calderazzi {'92) and Anthony,
a daughter, Zoe Jane, 5/9/01.
Ellen Osborne Calfee ('92) and Keith, a daughter, Carley Virginia, 2/13/01.
Katie Winfree Heck ('92) and Bob, a son, John
Anthony, 3/17/01.
Caroline Gil-Montero Kelleher ('92) and Jack, a
son, John "Jack" Christopher, 10/8/00.
Vasiliki Paraskevas Kelly ('92) and Paul, a daughter, Tatiana Marie, 3/7/01.
Matthew Lesky ('92) and Kim, a son, Nicholas
Bernard, 4/25/0 I.
Heather Owen Martin ('92) and Robert, a
daughter, Isabelle Anna, 4/14/01.
Kimberly Richmond {'92) and William Fields
{'93), a son, Christian William, 3/24/01.
Grace Santos Sammartino ('92) and Robert, a
daughter, Olivia Noel, 4/15/01.
Margaret Hurt Schear ('92) and David {'95), a
son Caleb Matthew, 3/15/0 I.
Leslie Martin Stephan ('92) and Valentine, a
daughter, Sarah Olivia, 6/10/01.
Kathy Shepley Warden ('92) and Eric ('93), a son,
Nathan Eric, 5/22/01.
Shelia Leigh Perkins Carey ('93) and Michael, a
son, Nicholas Brian, 5/11/0 I.
Jim Clingenpeel ('93) and Andrea Dodge ('94),
a daughter, Caitlyn Alexandra, 2/7/01.

Tracey Guise Hill ('93) and John Charles, a daugh-

ter, Jenna Schriver, 1/14/01.
Brian McCray ('93) and Stacey Falls ('94), a son,
Mason Tyler, 5/1/01.
Denise Slagle O'Bryan ('93) and Alan, a son,
Zachary Alan, 3/16/01.
Susan E. Petersen ('93) and Bert, a son, Jack,
9/2/00.
Karen Jones Pettit ('93) and Mark, a daughter,
Kelsey Nealon, 4/10/01.
Melissa Roish Sanne ('93) and Jay, a son, Jakob
Thomas, 12/15/00.
Melanie Marcinkiewicz Stone ('93) and Tom, a
daughter, Haley Lauren, 12/7/00.
Suanne Nash WohHord ('93) and Neil, a daughter, Abigail Nash, 3/23/01.
Wendy Schuyler Young ('93) and Marty, a son,
Ryan Martin, 6/1/01.
Meredith Adams Carlo ('94) and Michael, a
daughter, Katherine Anne, 7/26/00.
Brandon J. Mink ('94) and Elizabeth, a son, Jacob
Robert, 3/18/00.
Lisa McGarvey Porter ('94) and William ('96), a
daughter, Katie Marie, 5/3/01.
Deborah Murphy Salley ('94) and Lawton, a

daughter, Hannah Lynne, 1/8/01.
Kristi Hale Unger ('94) and Kevin, a daughter,

Jennifer Buige Wilson {'94) and Kurt, a son,

IN MEMORIAM

Graham Aidan, 12/12/00.
Kyle Drake {'95) and Jaye Kalepp, a daughter,
Carter Kalepp, 7/27 /00.

Margaret Cornick Wornom ('28) of Newport
News, 3/22/0 I.

Ian C. Jones {'95) and Mary Ellen Sink ('92), a
son, Colin Michael, 4/2/01.
Leigh Ann Howell Kensky {'95) and Bryan, a son,
Peyton Bryan, 1/26/0 I.

Mary Ethel Wright ('35) of Dennison, 4/3/01.

Brooke Blackwell Marker {'95) and David, a son,

Mason David, 4/10/01.
Joseph Russo ('95) and Jennifer, a son, Joseph

Mary Waller Farinholt ('32) of Chester, 1/01.
Shirley W. Crute ('39) of Richmond, 5/17/01.
Blanche Lazenby Thornhill ('39) of Culpeper,

3/24/01.
Nell Grimes Taylor('44) of Virginia Beach, 3/ 14/01.

Richard, 3/25/01.

Ebie Copley Haslup ('49) of St. Petersburg, Fla.,

Alison Sutton-Ryan ('95) and Erik, a daughter,
Nadia Noelle, 4/24/0 I.

Doris Virginia White Jones ('49) of Chesapeake,

Meg Jones Bost {'96) and Jeremy B. Bost ('97),

twins, a son, Aidan Vincent, and a daughter, Grace
Emilie, 12/27/00.
Jill Slingerland Hiemer {'96) and Eric, a daughter, Sarah Grace, 5/7 /0 I.
Aaron M. Pritchett ('96) and Emily, a son, Matthew
Forrest, 4/ l 0/0 I.
Valerie Reinhardt Quick ('96) and Kevin ('94), a
daughter, Elizabeth Victoria, 5/8/01.
Marcy Clapp O'Neill {'97) and Brian, a son, Aidan
Patrick, 4/20/0 I.
Julie Spellerberg Scarlata ('98) and Jamieson, a
son, Joseph Alan, 4/19/01.

4/3/01.
3/26/01.
Elwood F. Humphreys ('54) of Craigsville, 6/ 11/01.
Joan A. Gaetani ('55) of Virginia Beach, 4/01.
Mary Ethel Wright Dennison ('69) of Harrison-

burg, 3/23/01.
Andrew Lee Parson ('78) ofJarratt, 6/17/01.
Michael J. Covert ('87) of Pinellas Park, Fla.,

3/17/01.
Catherine Heath Booker ('96) of Onancock,

6/20/01.
Sara C. Yakovac ('OO) ofBurke, 4/17/01.
Andrew Paul Wmfree ('03) of The Plains, 6/26/01.

Carolynn Sue, 3/25/01.

·------------------------------------------------otta new job?

The alumni office welcomes news for class notes that is
no more than a year old. Please send notice after weddings
and births have occurred and after degrees have been
completed. Is this a wedding notice? Did you remember to
include both spouses' names (including maiden), class years,
wedding date and hometown? Is this a birth announcement? Did you remember to include both parents' names,
class years, child's name and birth date?

Please submit your class note to the Office of Alumni
Relations, JMU, Chandler Hall, MSC 0302, Harrisonburg.
VA 2280l

CLASS NOTE

ou just get married?

Let your classmates know what's going on in y ·., r Ii et

lr1
(include maiden) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Class Year _____

Address _____________________...,...._ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: home (

State _ __

ZIP _ _ __

work (

E-mail----------'---------------Spouse

(include maiden) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

JMU Class Year _ _
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Is there an addition to

Full Name
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Please anticipate that it will take approximately six
I
months, or two issues, for your class note to appear
...., I
in Montpelier. We appreciate your patience.
I

_______

-------------------------------------------------~

• Clothing
• Gifts
• Books
And more ...

Shop online 24
hours a day at

BOOKSTORE
Warren Campus Center• 568-6121 • efollett.com

r~follett®
NEW & USED COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS

Call toll free (800) 280-7543
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